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PreFAce

this booklet, prepared by stGm and including a number of interviews, is published in 
an atmosphere in which intolerance to differences has risen so high and the guarantee of 
a right to life of those who are different cannot be established. the basic purpose of this 
publication is to expose how discrimination is inserted into our lives by different ways and 
means despite the existence of the principle of equality which is prerequisite for human 
rights and freedoms that we are entitled to by birth and to remind us that to establish 
much needed social peace, it is necessary to struggle against discrimination in all its 
forms.

the struggle against discrimination is gaining more importance globally and it would not 
be wrong to presuppose that discrimination will gain still more importance in turkey in 
near future. for that reason we need institutions to deal with the issue. first of all, the 
number of the institutions that deal specifically with the issue of discrimination must be 
increased and the scope of concern of those institutions that are indirectly linked to the 
problem must be extended. at the moment it seems hard to talk about a complete equality 
even in theoretical terms. although discussions continue but a major effort is required to 
meet international standards. 

the role of civil society is very decisive because one of the differences between discrimina-
tion and other areas of human rights is that discrimination is also created by civil society 
as well as the state. In order that civil society could be improved in terms of discriminative 
practices, non-governmental organizations should have a significant role. Governments 
even those with very good and positive intentions, might remain ineffective in the struggle 
against discrimination. however, if civil society and government move together in the 
same direction, the struggle against discrimination can become easier. a rupture between 
these two, for example, one being more negative than the other or both being inactive, 
creates the greatest obstacle to improvement. 

this booklet tries to bring into sharp relief the development and practice of discrimination, 
show how it develops, and give a platform to feelings of those who experience discrimina-
tion. We hope this will be a guide to the civil movements that turned their backs on each 
other and therefore reproduce discrimination. 

We owe thanks to nalan temeltaş and nejat taştan who carried out most of the intervi-
ews and those who made the interviews possible. 

Administrative Board, general Directorate of stgm
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PreFAce to the seconD eDItIon

following the considerable attention which the first edition attracted when it 
was first published in 2007 this second edition is being published at a time 
when there appeared to be signs of a peaceful resolution of years of conflict 
in turkey. a new initiative that includes the peaceful resolution of the Kurdish 
problem, the continuation of democratization process and the consultations 
initiated to support this process seem to reawaken the hopes of a peaceful life 
for the population of turkey. nevertheless, to resolutely continue these efforts 
is necessary to recognise that in turkey many people and groups cannot benefit 
from their rights and freedom, moreover people have lost their lives because of 
their differences. this situation will only change if turkey puts into practice the 
necessary arrangements concerning the agreement to prohibit discrimination in 
keeping with international and regional human rights.

since the first publication of this booklet many studies on discrimination 
have been carried out mainly by non-governmental organizations. this second 
publication includes some examples of those studies and includes new sections on 
the discrimination problems of two important groups in turkey, covered women 
and christians.

In this english language version the views of the people presented in this paper 
which were given in informal interviews have been translated from turkish and 
some additional explanations have been given in the footnotes.

as long as discrimination persists, the struggle against these practices will 
continue as will the work of documenting this struggle. I would like to thank 
everyone who contributed to this booklet and to all those defenders of rights who 
work towards the creation of a world in which no one is confronted with a wall 
of discrimination.

Feray salman
october 2009
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DIscrImInAtIon AnD the ProhIBItIon oF DIscrImInAtIon

the prohibition of discrimination1, together with the principle that all are equal 
before the law and are entitled without any discrimination to equal protection 
under the law is part of a basic and general principle concerning the protection 
of human rights. the prohibition of discrimination in the documents concerning 
human rights that brings legal responsibilities to governments makes it a duty that 
differences between people, including race, colour, nationality, gender, language, 
religion, sexual orientation, social status and disability, should not hinder equal 
treatment in enabling the protection or enactment of rights in those documents. 
equal treatment does not mean that everyone is always to be treated or seen 
in the same way. some situations require different treatments, for instance, 
to eliminate negative effects that women face as a result of discrimination, 
prohibition of gender-based discrimination against women requires different 
arrangements and practices taking into account the fact that women by virtue of 
their gender have special needs. 

according to the binding interpretation concerning discrimination and how the 
prohibition of discrimination should be understood in the covenant on civil 
and Political rights of the United nations human rights committee in which 
discrimination is described as “any kind of segregation, exclusion, restriction, 
or preference which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the 
principle that all rights and freedoms are to be ensured and enjoyed equally and 
are enjoyed equally by all individuals without distinction of any kind, such as 
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social 
origin, property, birth or other status2.

according to the committee, enjoying rights and freedoms does not mean that 
the same treatment is to be applied in every situation. It also points out the 
necessity of some steps that must be taken based on positive discrimination 
to eliminate discrimination. the United nations (Un) economic, social and 
cultural rights committee proposed the undertaking of extra steps based on 
the principle of equality and aiming to eliminate existing discrimination and 
providing handicapped people with equal opportunities 3.

1 International contracts about the prohibition of discrimination and the responsibilities 
mentioned in these contracts given in the conclusion of this booklet.

2 United nations human rights committee, General Interpretation number 18: Prohibition of 
discrimination, 10.11.1989, paragraph 7.

3 General Interpretation, 5, Part 3.
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another binding definition of discrimination is given in the Introduction to 
the Un International convention on the elimination of all forms of racial 
discrimination: “the term ‘racial discrimination’ shall mean any distinction, 
exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or 
ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying... on an equal footing, 
of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, 
cultural or any other field of public life”4.

there is a series of practices that are prohibited by international discrimination 
law. It is useful at this point to remember them:

Direct Discrimination:
this is the less favourable or detrimental treatment of an individual or group of 
individuals on the basis of prohibited grounds such as language, religion, gender, 
race, or disability. 

Indirect Discrimination:
this occurs when a practice, rule, requirement or condition appears to be neutral 
but impacts disproportionately upon particular individuals or groups, unless that 
practice, rule, requirement or condition is justified. 

Harassment:
this is deemed to occur where unwanted conduct related to a person’s gender 
occurs with the purpose or effect of violating a person’s dignity and of creating an 
intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.

Denial of Reasonable Accommodation:
this occurs in the case of a denial of the necessary and appropriate changes and 
arrangements that do not bring disproportionate or excessive burden and that 
are needed, in particular instances, to ensure that the persons with disabilities 
fully enjoy human rights and freedoms on an equal basis with persons without 
disabilities.

Victimization:
this occurs as a product of the practices of disabling and making inoperative the 
legislation efforts including an organization or a person’s principles of equality 
or not being discriminative.

4  article 1.
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vIews oF equAlIty AnD DIscrImInAtIon5

there are few philosophical studies on the nature of discrimination; nevertheless 
practices of discrimination give rise to a series of topics related to philosophy. 
discrimination in a philosophical sense is an extension of the problem of equality. 
the concept of discrimination exists in philosophy, in ideologies, and in the theory 
of economy. equality is also one pole of ideological differentiation. Western 
democracy has so far accomplished particular improvements in equality, yet 
beyond this level of improvement different choices and point of views maintain 
their place. 

therefore the plane of equality is actually one of ideological discussions that has 
yet to be concluded for the time being. one of the reasons for this lack of closure 
is that there is still a continuing discussion on what equality and inequality 
actually is. the second reason is that new examples of equality and inequality 
have arisen, for instance, inequality between those who have and do not have 
access to the Internet as societies develop and social evolution continues, the 
problem of equality or inequality changes. another example concerns the right 
to access water, which did not exist in the past. for example, in the middle ages 
access to water was not such a great problem, however, nowadays, problems have 
appeared such as the restriction of water resources, increase of environmental 
problems, or people who are unable to access adequate clean water supplies. this 
can also be taken as a question of equality since those who do not have access to 
water are usually the poor. We cannot say that the same counts for those who are 
well off. as well as inequality between developed and underdeveloped countries, 
there is a difference between the poor and the rich. therefore, the discussion of 
equality continues in terms of its nature, content and scope.

another dimension of the discussion of equality is in terms of the balance 
between freedom and equality. this is an issue that is still discussed in western 
philosophy and is unlikely to be resolved. for a general perspective, equality and 
freedom contradict each other: the reasoning being that “the more we produce 
equalizing policies the more we intrude, freedoms are restricted in proportion to 

5 this section is based on interviews with dr levent Korkut of hacettepe University, ankara, turkey.
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our intrusions”. as the left wing tries to reconcile equality with freedom, liberal 
thought also tries to achieve the same thing on a different platform by focusing 
more on formal equality. In fact both liberals and socialists try to harmonize 
equality and freedom, however, according to the liberal view, freedoms are 
impaired when this formal plane is departed. socialists, on the other hand, hold 
the view that equality is a precondition of freedom. therefore, when equality is in 
question it can be said that there is a leftist understanding that cares about and 
highlights equality, a utilitarian understanding that underlies inequality, and a 
liberal understanding that is based on formal equality.

The Idea of  Formal Equality   
the idea of formal equality finds its roots in aristotle’s idea of equality that is 
based on the notion of treating like cases as like. this idea of equality requires 
a person to be just, and act in a coherent and righteous way. this is to say 
if you only act coherently you become just and there is no justice if you act 
incoherently. In other words treating like cases as like is the nature of justice. 
aristotle comments that if you do not treat like cases as like, then no principle 
of justice remains. If coherence is an imperative, necessitated in order to be 
just, equals are to be treated equally if one is to be just, therefore, those who are 
similar have to be treated in a similar way. otherwise you cannot be considered to 
be just. there are problems with this conception of equality still prevalent today. 
they can be discussed in four ways. 

the first problem is about determining when two people are in a similar 
situation. according to the idea of formal equality to discriminate is not always 
discrimination. If two people are not alike, a non-similar treatment is not 
deemed to be discrimination. therefore, whether they are similar or not has 
to be identified. this creates the problem of threshold. firstly, one should see 
whether that threshold was crossed. are the people alike? how can the threshold 
be determined? What are the criteria to adopt? for instance, should men and 
women be considered according to their biological characteristics or should 
they be considered as individuals? discrimination of black and white people 
depends upon the presupposition that black and white people are not equals 
thus it becomes easier to justify the inequality between them. that is, if black 
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people are not considered to be an equal partner, then different treatment can be 
justified. therefore in this approach there appears such a problem: the criteria to 
determine those who are similar or not can be discriminative. 

the origin of the idea in which black and white people were not equals could 
be ideological, political, or even scientific. for instance, developments in 
medical science have allowed gene mapping from which future diseases may be 
detected. thus in terms of medical insurance different people would pay different 
premiums according to whether a person is genetically vulnerable to contract 
certain diseases and this categorization could be said to be based on scientific 
evidence. therefore, it can be said that since people can be put into different 
groups according to their prospective health they should be charged differently 
for medical insurance and this could well be taken as appropriate behaviour 
according to the idea of formal equality. consequently the idea of formal equality 
remains insufficient to claim that the inequality between them is discrimination. 

a further problem occurs in terms of the generally accepted cultural codes. 
every society has a commonly held knowledge on particular issues and 
distinctions, classifications, or categorizations based on that knowledge may 
influence every individual in that society. for example, there is a sane/insane 
distinction in each society. such a cultural view in society is so important that 
even science is constructed from this perspective. the ‘insane’ are in fact those 
who are called insane by that society. hence the insane determined by medical 
science and those labelled insane by society coincide. there does not have to 
be a particular ideology in a society since general opinions accepted by society 
also direct individuals’ opinions about the similarity and difference of others. 
such opinions may turn out to be views shared by the majority, for instance, the 
general feeling that homosexuality is a kind of disease. today although generally 
this opinion is maintained, however, in some countries this view has changed. 
so homosexuality is seen as a disease by ordinary people, medical professionals 
including psychiatrists also held the same view. thus, what is called science is 
not in fact objective and becomes even more subjective in the social sciences. 
consequently the categorization assigned by science is not always reliable, sound 
and stable. 
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the first problem concerning the idea of formal equality mentioned above gives 
rise to other problems. a defender of the idea of formal equality, aristotle, 
discusses justice and coherence. according to aristotle equality consists in 
coherence, however, this is a relative principle. here only those who are in similar 
conditions are treated similarly. the problem is that treating those who are in 
similar conditions badly is deemed to be equality according to this idea. 
People in similar conditions will not necessarily to be treated in a good way. 
according to the idea of formal equality, if those in similar conditions are treated 
badly, no ethical or legal problems will appear. for instance, treating two black 
people badly is a just and equal treatment since they are on equal terms by both 
being black. Paying two women less than men is also treating them on equal 
and just terms! or rejecting two homosexuals from entering military service 
is consequently an instance of justice (compulsory military service is after all 
another questionable issue). hence the idea does not adequately address to the 
issue of equalizing the bad, if, after all, people can be equalized in terms of being 
bad.

there is a third problem in the idea of formal equality that is based on coherent 
action in that it needs a comparator, and this requires a judgment. It requires 
another person who can judge whether two people are on similar terms. this of 
course poses the question concerning the basis of that person’s judgment since 
judgment can be based on different grounds. for example, if people are classified 
according to physical strength, you can divide them into the old, children, women 
and men, then you can say that they are not equal on physical terms. for instance, 
in the past in Japan they used to take those over a certain age to the mountains 
and leave them to die there. such a discrimination against old people in a sense 
still continues today. But in the example of Japan, food was scarce, so it was a 
solution to the problem of overpopulation. different groups can be created from 
different points of view or can be categorized differently. on a very abstract 
level, the discourse of human rights, for instance, includes an abstract human 
being taking human beings solely as human beings. It builds the notion from an 
abstract point of view. human being is abstracted here; it does not differentiate 
between women, men, black, or old, etc. for that reason the category is the 
human being and there is nothing behind it. hence different discourses give rise to 
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different judgments, but for this idea under discussion there has to be a judgment. 
constructing such a judgment is of course problematic. naturally the judgment 
is also determined according to the positions of people in their particular society. 

the opinions of people are in fact in close relationship with the social processes: 
conditions of people in society, their positions, or class, their place in social 
hierarchy. hence all societies are in fact hierarchical in origin. In these 
hierarchical constitutions people are located according to their positions. 
Generally, the means of production and manufacturing types of a particular 
age can affect this. thus the position of women in agricultural and industrial 
societies is quite different. this also determines the judgments towards women. 
Upper constitutional institutions can also be determinative; for example religion, 
judicial system, and education models. everything that affects society affects this 
judgment, too. 

the fourth problem concerns the idea that only those who are alike have the right 
to equality. according to this approach there can be no comparison between 
those who are different. If you are in the same situation you are to be treated in 
the same way. If a woman produces less work than a man, then it is normal for 
her to be paid less. however here a further problem is whether or not to act in 
different cases on equal terms. In some cases a person can act in the same way 
and in some others differently in different cases!

The Idea of the Equality of Results  
the second understanding of equality is an approach that can be called the 
equality of results according to which it is not the coherent behaviour but results 
that must be equal. It can be stated that some leftist views make use of this 
idea which can lead to a somehow absolutist understanding of equality as is 
the case in the idea that in every case everyone should be equal. consequently, 
if unequal payments appear, it is an instance of inequality. But it should be 
questioned whether or not there may be just reasons behind unequal payments. 
What is to be understood as a consequence? should all salaries be equal? or 
should the idea that all differentiation in society must be opposed. the second 
understanding is based on an idea that everyone produces the same value or is in 
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the same position, which is why it is hard to put this idea into practice. those who 
defend this idea must also defend the view of a society without class distinctions. 
this actually is based on a different premise and it cannot be achieved without 
that condition. defenders of such an idea say that it cannot be achieved even in 
socialist countries. on the other hand equality of results can be questioned in the 
sense that sometimes inequality can be more just. for instance the principle that 
women should work less and be paid more can be adopted for the sake of equality.

In fact equality of consequences is not a completely utopian view, it can be 
constructed on a micro level and in some areas it might be successful, for example, 
paying up all the workers equally without considering the value they produce. 
actually and there are more micro practices. this approach has already created 
problems in accepting differences. that is, homosexuals, minorities, women or 
men may not want in fact to be equalized. they defend the acceptance of their 
differences and the legitimacy of their being treated differently. thus trying to 
equalize them considering the consequences can eliminate their differences. for 
example it is in conflict with this view to practice positive discrimination in 
employing someone to a job or accepting a particular student for a school. 

In the idea of the equality of consequences that what is achieved might be 
inequality and not equality. some special treatment on particular occasions may 
be necessary and there is also a problem of evaluation since a particular person 
may decide what the appropriate consequences will be. as in the former case 
there is a judge again. the outcome, of course, may not be successful in such a 
situation: if the resources are scarce and particular people are to use them, it 
would be difficult to put an egalitarian view into practice in deciding who has the 
right to the resources. Imagine there are two injured people and there is only one 
stretcher. according to this view both should take the stretcher. here is another 
example, let’s imagine there are two musicians, and limited resources, one being 
really talented, surely, one should encourage the really talented one. But the view 
says no, both must be treated equally. 

the discussion over equality of opportunities began in the 20th century. It has 
similarities with the idea of formal equality but there are also different aspects. 
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since this idea is based on the view that people should have equal opportunity, 
these opportunities must be made available regardless of whether they are 
used or not. there are two types of opportunities here. there are two types of 
opportunities here, procedural opportunities, and opportunities that are material. 

In the procedural opportunities attention is paid to whether people undergo the 
same procedures and the equalizing of opportunities is stressed. for example, 
everyone has the right to enter examinations. at this point if the exam itself 
does not contain any discrimination and everyone has equal access, that is, if a 
person in a wheelchair or covered women can enter the exam, then opportunities 
are equalized in a procedural sense, and the results of this are the equal results. 
the equality of opportunities on a material basis means creating material 
opportunities for people. Procedural equality is not enough by itself; material 
conditions must also be equalized as seen in the rule of reasonable placement 
of the disabled. In order to be able to enjoy equality, people do not have to be 
offered the same exams but they must be provided equal opportunities. they are 
given equal exams but material conditions are not equal. everyone is provided 
with equal opportunities of an exam undertaken for applying for a job but, for 
instance, a woman who cannot access childcare would not be able to start work 
even if she were to pass the exam. 

continuing with the example of examinations: the examinations are open to all 
but what if a disabled person cannot go upstairs where the exam is being held? 
here procedural equality is violated. to achieve material equality, necessary 
steps must be taken to ensure that a disabled person could take the exam. In some 
cases you have to take positive steps so that opportunities could be equalized in a 
material sense. for instance it is necessary to provide educational opportunities 
for particular sections of society and impose a quota. 

considering the legal system it can be seen that more of the arrangements of 
equality have been made in a liberal frame. the neutrality of the state has been 
supported by some side values like taking the individual as a basis or supporting 
the autonomy of individual. hence it can be stated that an approach on a value 
basis is dominant here. today the law of equality is shaped by these values. 
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Yet the existence of this law does not mean that the aforementioned elements 
have been made equal. Both the idea of formal equality and the idea of the 
equality of results, even instances of the idea of the equality of results can occur 
as they correspond to these values. however, this situation can appear differently 
in different countries. for instance in turkey, verdicts of the constitutional 
court concerning equality are strictly based on the idea of formal equality and 
it practices this idea of formal equality in a very narrow sense. according to the 
constitutional court a civil servant with a higher status and the one with a lower 
status are not in the same category, it quite narrows down groups and seeks 
equality within them. this is a complete formal equality in which the more you 
narrow down groups the more inequality rises. the constitutional court narrows 
them down to the extreme; however, there are judicial institutions or laws that 
take an initiative on this issue. for instance the european court of human rights 
(ecthr), in one of its verdicts, has decided that treating those who are not equal 
unequally is against the principle of equality.

Some Causes of Discrimination
discrimination is an issue resulted from how human beings form societies. this 
process is based on organization and discrimination and there is also a problem 
encountered during the process of distribution of the advantages that are gained 
from this organization. thus discrimination is produced within society. animals 
live in communities; but since animals do not produce any surplus value, the 
discrimination is absolute, that is, it is strictly defined and never changes. the 
difference in human communities is that they produce, distribute the products 
and often change the model of production. there is a huge difference between 
a collector society and an industrial one. this in fact causes the variation and 
development of discrimination. In modern societies infant mortality has been 
reduced and the population is growing but poverty rates are increasing and this 
causes an increase in discrimination. Population growth means larger number of 
people to share resources, if these are limited then this leads to discrimination of 
who receives the resources. 

the prohibition of discrimination is first seen on an ethical level. even though 
he has been criticized, aristotle brings up the issue of the prohibition of 
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discrimination by presenting a principle of equality but this points not to a legal 
but to an ethical view. according to the conditions of his age aristotle discusses 
equality in terms of those who are “citizens”. for example, slaves cannot be 
equal since they are not citizens, therefore, the system is not developed in a legal 
sense. later on in ancient Greece religion gained a significant place and this 
in fact is an ethical point of view. religions impose some principles of equality, 
particularly in monotheist religions the equality of believers is stressed. this 
brings up notions like helping each other or fulfilling the needs of the religious 
community. religions, too, in a sense developed the idea of equality, however, 
there are unequal practices towards those who do not belong to that particular 
religion. for that reason, in later periods the tolerance of other religions is 
emphasized.

Direct and Indirect Discrimination
there is a legal definition of discrimination; the first definition of discrimination 
that is still used today is direct discrimination. a state might practice discrimination 
and it might be seen in society. It might also be developed and seen in a civil 
society, too. direct discrimination is to treat people to their disadvantage. In law 
other definitions beyond direct discrimination have been developed. especially in 
western societies, as a result of the struggle against discrimination, actors both in 
the state and in society, instead of direct discrimination, have started to use some 
indirect methods of discrimination that can be called hidden discrimination. to 
prevent this, indirect discrimination is also prohibited. Indirect discrimination 
means practicing treatments that can give rise to discriminative results in 
practice. that is, formally before the law it seems as if there is no discrimination, 
nevertheless on examining the practice it can be seen that it is not the case; a 
seemingly egalitarian arrangement is practiced in a discriminative manner. If 
such a situation appears, it is also regarded as discrimination. 

other ways of practicing discrimination have appeared lately. they are placed 
on a legal ground in the arrangements of european Union (eU). this may also 
be seen in the views of United nations (Un), but in europe very clear legal 
directions have been given concerning the issue of discrimination. In these 
directions there are the definitions; arrangements that countries in europe have 
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to put in practice. here if harassment is practiced based on discrimination, it is 
regarded as discrimination, for example, making fun of the language of Kurdish 
people and their physical appearance or annoying them. If you displace a person 
from their work, it is discrimination. If one of the workers is black and his/her 
colour is made fun of every day, and this forces the black worker to resign, then 
this is discrimination. another issue is victimization. that is, upsetting people 
who struggle against discrimination or putting them in a disadvantaged position 
is also seen as discrimination. 

struggling against discrimination is the duty of state. Yet if there are great 
prejudices in society, it may be difficult to put the legislation into practice. In a 
sense, law is a cultural product of a society, to a certain extent, the law can be 
imposed but there must be a development from below. of course the attitude of 
the states is quite significant, it can influence society, encourage people to reduce 
discrimination by assuming positive attitudes. It may not be a final solution but 
can make the process easier. 

about the turkish state it can be commented that, firstly, only the classical groups 
are included in legal texts, constitution and laws. In turkey, discrimination 
based on disability, gender, age or ethnicity has not yet been included in the legal 
system. only discrimination against the disabled has been included as a crime in 
the Penal code. nevertheless that code has not been put into practice. 

In turkey more that 87% of the disabled have not even completed primary 
education and unemployment for this group is almost 100%, with nearly all 
disabled people staying at home. they are not supported with appropriate 
working or living conditions. It seems as if they are given some social rights but 
these are in fact some arrangements that reduce them to a position of the needy. 
arrangements that let them lead a more active life are rare. thus here it can be 
concluded that the state does not fulfil its positive duties. neither does the state 
fulfil its duties concerning the protection of women nor does it actualize their 
rights. In turkey discrimination is rather taken as a secondary issue. even for 
the disabled the concept of rights for the disabled is a new phenomenon. In other 
words the view of discrimination is something new in turkey.
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genDer DIscrImInAtIon

“discrimination against women” is defined as “any distinction, exclusion or 
restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing 
or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of 
their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any 
other field.”  another direct quote – needs a source.

Yakın ertürk, who as special rapporteur in turkey to the Unhcr has to date 
presented three reports to the council6. she comments that besides serious 
violations like slavery, ethnic cleansing, or genocide, the suppression of women 
in history, that has its roots in the universal patrimonial tradition, is one of 
the greatest failures of humanity. Gender inequality and the related violence 
has occurred in all civilizations. for instance, one of the fathers of the western 
enlightenment, Jean Jacques rousseau, would not have thought that he was in 
conflict with the rules when he stated: ‘It is obvious that the father should be the one 
who reigns in a family because of the nature of family and the particular reasons 
that belong to the origin of family.’ a quote which needs a source however, this 
norm has been considerably changed in favour of gender equality being achieved 
by the individual or collective efforts of women in the transformation of history. 
for this to be possible, a strong political attachment is required, the promotion of 
gender equality in public policy, and according to erturk the need to apply “the 
existing international legal framework for the protection of individuals (including 
human rights law, the law of armed conflict and refugee law) to fully address 
the specific concerns of women, including violence against women and gender-
related persecution.”7 

Violence against women for the sake or under the name of culture, customary 
law, tradition, or religion continues to be a common practice. this violence 
is a universal way of preserving patriarchal relationships that institutionalize 
discrimination against women. since the subjection of women to practices such as 

6   Yakin erturk http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/women/rapporteur/annual.htm

7   Yakin erturk a/hrc/4/34 page 27 last accessed 17/10/2009 http://daccess-ods.un.org/tmP/6186622.html
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beating, rape, torture or even murder by their own relatives have been considered 
to be a part of private life and family privacy and thus, such practices are outside 
of the human rights struggle. moreover, it was an unknown or a disregarded 
fact that violence against women was related to inequalities lying at the basis of 
the ruling classes and as a result of the violation of other rights and freedoms, 
it was kept being practiced at home or in the street; in war or in peace; by the 
state or by private actors. this despotism was made visible by the persistent 
struggle of the international women’s movement, and a consciousness, which 
was raised rather slowly, about the discrimination and violence against women 
could be reflected on international law for the first time in the World’s human 
rights conference held in Vienna in 1993 (reference needed) . thus, at the end 
of the 20th century violence against women could at last gain a ground as an 
agenda topic of governments. the convention on the elimination of all forms of 
discrimination against Women (cedaW), which was regarded as the universal 
law for women’s rights, was promulgated in 1979 without a mention of violence. 
Yet, considering the developments in the 1980s, the cedaW committee, by 
identifying violence with discrimination in the General recommendation no.19, 
made states responsible for the elimination of violence, as a result governments 
were required to include their findings of violence against women in their formal 
cedaW reports.

In the General recommendation no.19, adopted in 1992, gender-based violence 
is described as a form of discrimination that seriously impairs the enjoyment 
of the rights and freedoms by women on equal terms with men. Gender-based 
discrimination as a form of discrimination includes the increasing violence that a 
woman is exposed to solely because of her gender. this kind of violence consists 
of treatments that cause women to be harmed physically, mentally, or sexually, of 
threats or enforcements related to such treatments and of other treatments that 
cause them to lose their freedom.

as a result of gender-based violence, some of the rights and freedoms of women 
are seriously violated, such as the right to life, not to be tortured and other 
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and punishments, to be protected against 
armed civil conflict on equal terms with men and on humanitarian grounds, 
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personal freedom and safety, to enjoy legal protection on equal terms with men, 
equality within the family, the right to work in the best possible physically and 
psychologically healthy, and appropriate conditions.

Violence in the family is one of the most insidious forms of the violence against 
women that can be seen in all societies. Within the family, women of every age 
are exposed to all forms of violence, including beatings, rape and other types of 
sexual attacks, psychological and other forms of violence that are nourished by 
traditional conduct. lacking financial freedom forces many women to remain in 
violent relationships. forbidding women from undertaking their responsibilities 
for their family by men can be a form of violence and enforcement. these forms 
of violence, as well as putting their lives at risk, weaken the abilities of women to 
participate in family and social life equally with men.

traditional attitudes and treatments based on the idea that women are in a 
secondary position in relation to men or that they have specific roles which allow 
practices of violence and enforcement such as forced marriages, violence and 
harassment in family. these prejudices and practices play a significant role in 
legitimizing gender-based violence as a way of protecting women. this treatment 
that is to the detriment of the physical and psychological unity of women are 
also intensified by women’s lack of knowledge of their entitlement to enjoy the 
basic human rights and freedoms. the practices of gender-based violence result 
in a continuation of the secondary position of women and a decrease in their 
participation in politics, education and employment.

Equality is possible through a united struggle
the roles allocated to the male and female genders are constructed in such a way 
that not only create the difference between sexes but also cause the difference 
to appear as a form of discrimination. according to the division of labour based 
on gender, the tasks allocated to women and consequently the treatment of men 
and woman are different in both public and private spheres. that is why feminists 
always stress the fact that the private sphere is also quite political.  
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according to Üstün8, a member of the women’s movement in turkey for many 
years, the inequality in the public sphere for the most part appears in the private 
sphere, too. Üstün points out that in a patriarchal system it is wrong to bring up 
the issue of inequality only in statistical terms and she comments that despite 
sharing the same conditions that women are deprived of the standard of living 
which men can easily possess. In an interview Üstün explained this as follows; 

The existence of a statistical equality does not mean much if legislation prepared 
in an awareness of differences is not enacted in a country. For instance, a woman 
can spend a large part of her life ensuring that her children attend school, 
sending her husband neatly dressed to work, doing a large amount of unpaid 
housework, and she can receive thanks and appreciation for all this. However, at 
the same time she can feel that her work is undervalued and trivialized. In the 
situation when a woman’s husband dies, or she leaves the marital home because 
of violence, or she desires a better life. Since she was constrained within her 
home and except for her immediate neighbourhood, she has no social connections 
by which she can find work. Hence the possibility of sustaining the rest of her 
life is left at the mercy of her children’s or relatives’ conscience, On the other 
hand a woman can live her whole life without any such serious problems, but 
again she would not enjoy the opportunities that life and society bestow upon her. 
Spending her life constrained within a house deprives her of an independent life 
and the opportunities for self-development. This can of course be expressed as a 
hidden form of discrimination. Even when a woman has a job her public life is 
constructed in a way that she is confined to a very narrow social plane in terms 
of prestige, career, or income. The roles of women in public life are considered 
in such a way, for instance, that they make good nurses and good teachers but 
they cannot become senior managers. This is because, for women the condition 
of taking part in public sphere is not to ignore their domestic lives, that is, they 
are supposed to undertake both the roles of a housewife and that of having job.” 

according to Üstün, from early in their lives women are exposed to various 
practices of discrimination even if some women do not really accept this as a 

8 İlknur Üstün, chairperson of the ankara branch of the association for education and supporting Women 
candidates (Ka-der).
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fact. this raises the question about the general awareness of the discrimination 
that occurs under the auspices of tradition and culture. Üstün holds the view that 
what women want and do not want to do in life is in fact directly related to their 
gender role imposed by society. she stated when interviewed, “What I call social 
roles or the construction of male and female gender roles not only define who we 
are but they also determine our dreams and what we want to do in life. hence 
discrimination is seriously involved in the process of the construction of one’s 
identity. When a little girl kicks and screams to get what she thinks she deserves, 
she is just slapped, scorned or humiliated. she is told to shut up and sit. on the 
other hand, naughtiness and demanding behaviours of a boy is tolerated. hence 
patriarchy starts to shape what women should and should not do right from the 
beginning.” 

not only women but also men learn their social gender roles from childhood. that 
is why patriarchy is a system that causes not only women but also men to suffer, 
because, patriarchy, in spite of shaping a strong masculine figure, crushes and 
excludes those who do not belong to its structure. In order not to be exposed to 
such treatment, men cannot leave the traditional model of the masculine figure 
and continue their lives suffering.  Üstün shares this idea: “think about the 
picture of the strong masculine figure for a second. those men who do not fit 
into these moulds are called ‘sissy’, ‘light’, ‘henpecked’. these gender models are 
contained in society, embedded within the culture and internalized by education. 
the regime of social gender is a system that transforms itself through time, which 
is why it is a political matter. What should be rejected here is the idea or the 
ideology that people are unable to construct an alternative system not based 
on the traditional roles of men and women. human beings have the ability to 
transform themselves and nothing is the same as it was in the beginning; everything 
changes. so, it is always possible to change these gender roles by enforcement, 
transformation and renewal of individuals and political organizations. feminist 
organizations are also developing tools that will transform this system. What 
the feminists struggle for is a social structure that aims at the equality of people 
respecting their differences and which eliminates discrimination, and some 
of the accomplishments of this struggle are seen in international covenants. 
this struggle appears in local organizations and interventions in various legal 
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arrangements and practices. In turkey there are concrete examples, for example, 
on september 26th, 2004, the turkish Penal code draft law was accepted in 
the turkish Parliament Grand national assembly. this process was due to the 
success of the three-year campaign of the women’s movement (2002-2004), the 
new turkish Penal code includes more than thirty amendments that constitute 
a major step towards gender equality and protection of sexual and bodily rights 
of women and girls in turkey. since the beginning of the campaign, women’s 
groups demanded a holistic reform to change the philosophy and principles of the 
penal code in order to safeguard women’s rights, bodily and sexual autonomy. 
“In the new penal code, sexual offences are now regulated as “crimes against 
Persons,” in the sub-section “crimes against Inviolability of sexual Integrity.” 
this constitutes a groundbreaking shift in the overall perspective of turkish Penal 
law, legally acknowledging women’s ownership of their bodies and sexuality.9”  
this radical change may not immediately be reflected in daily life, yet it has laid 
significant foundation for future development in terms of women’s rights. 

Üstün, believes that the regime of social gender could be changed by individual 
and organized struggles and states that: “the struggle against the regime of 
social gender is at the same time a struggle for power. By the struggle for power 
I do not mean that feminists try or want to get a share from power, but they try 
to build a life which breaks those power relationships and in which people can 
live on human conditions and will not be exposed to any discriminations and this 
is possible through breaking the power of the ‘other’. here what I mean by the 
‘other’ is men. thus, this power relationship creates a problem of before-after in 
decision making mechanisms, in working life of the public sphere or in enjoying 
health services, educational and social opportunities. I remember ali Babacan, 
the former foreign minister of aKP government, saying ‘We are solving the 
problem of unemployment; soon women will be able to go back to their homes’. 
he means that the government in fact will employ men. the struggle against a 
patriarchal system is really harsh because the system you struggle against is a 
deep and powerful one. that is why it is difficult to transform and change it. as 
your struggle attracts attention and gains the support of society, the fortress of 
the system does not fall. on the contrary it turns into a structure which is much 

9 http://www.wwhr.org/penalcode_reform.php last accessed 15/11/2009
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more resistant and which develops new strategies. for instance, when you say 
that there are few women in political decision making mechanisms and that there 
must be more, the government employ the strategy of appointing only the women 
who support their own policies. they can also claim that women are actually 
incapable of such a position by showing some scandalous examples in which 
women have not been successful. this propaganda aims to crush the resistance of 
women and so that it can divide and conquer their unity.” 

on the other hand, regarding the present situation of the women’s movement in 
turkey it can be seen that the tendency of the diverse groups, such as Kemalists, 
Islamists, the Kurdish, the turkish, etc., to overlook each other is not so strong as 
it used to be in the 80s. Instead, the tendency to form diverse groups disappeared 
after the 90s, and a structure is being built, in which those groups try to 
acknowledge and understand each other by becoming partners in the struggle. 
that was actually the situation in the early 2000s and the large claims made 
by the radical discourse of the post 80s were for the most part eliminated. the 
notion of feminism at work appeared and its success cannot be denied. In my 
opinion this is the most serious protest movement in turkey. It has the power to 
create and direct the agenda yet on close analysis it cannot be said that sufficient 
partnerships were established to be able to take part in the resolution of the 
problems in turkey through the politicizing this movement. especially in 2007, 
the intensification of the last nationalist and racist movements in turkey also 
deeply influenced women’s movement. some women, who claimed to belong 
to the nationalistic movement, began to target other women declaring them to 
traitors and separatists and filed a criminal complaint against them. so, the line 
of division that appears generally throughout turkey is also seen in the women’s 
movement. 

Women can easily combine against oppression as was seen in the last organizing 
process in turkey; while many women worked very hard for their political 
parties, such as the republican Peoples party (chP), Justice and development 
party (aKP), or nationalist movement Party (mhP), the party administrations 
nominated women from prestigious families. all women suffer from this injustice 
that they quite often experience, even if those women seem to have different 
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ideologies, they can meet on the common ground of the injustice that they suffer. 
they can come together to stop the favouritism in the political parties. however, 
when scare mongering policies, such as ‘our motherland is in danger’, are put into 
operation, those partnerships can easily be broken. this situation is not peculiar 
to turkey; similar attitudes were seen at other times in various countries’ wars of 
freedom and particular national issues. 

the outlines of equality policies are always shaped according to the public not the 
private sphere for example the social policies of the european Union, the issue 
is kept separate from private sphere as if there were no relation between the two. 
however, without eliminating inequality from the private sphere, it is out of the 
question to remove it from public sphere, as feminists stress what is private is 
also political and thus it is in the public arena. 

since politics is regarded as a field which is used to govern others by taking over 
the power, a general public reaction is to ask ‘what’s politics got to do with me? 
the powerful will govern and they will define my life according to their perception 
and aims. Women often do not make the connection between politics and their 
daily life. In fact, women are not encouraged to see this connection therefore 
in order for women to escape their assigned gender role political education is 
required. first of all woman organizations must be more politicized and  they 
must have strong links with other sections of society which are also discriminated 
against and excluded. this is of course a means, not the aim. Women have to 
be strong when facing that which wastes our energy most and makes us weak. 
Women need to weaken that power before which they feel weak. another world is 
possible, I believe, and it is possible by gaining that power and that is possible, in 
my view, by a stronger political line of organization and by the union of different 
sections and structures. I believe that such a new structure will appear after this 
period of confusion and crisis. there are many things that make me feel hopeless 
but there are also things that give hope. there are those, individuals and groups, 
who do have a strong belief in equality and some are voicing their opinions. I 
believe that these members of society will create alliances which will give them a 
united strength, to redefine the political agenda of turkey, and open the way for 
the creation of a turkey as many imagine the country can be.
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While in the short term the basic way of eliminating this state of womanhood, as 
Üstün clearly expresses and the discriminative policies, traditions, myths, actions, 
etc. against women, is possible through political partnerships, the patriarchy will 
of course do its best to try different ways, methods, and tricks in order to destroy 
these partnerships. Yet, a conclusion can be drawn from Üstün’s explanations in 
that a constant struggle in the end must be established in order to create gender 
equality.

The cycle of violence continues 
Unfortunately instances of gender discrimination can be seen in every field of our 
lives, on the other hand, what women are made to suffer in the family keeps being 
invisible. on the basis of Üstün’s criticism of today’s politics, there is this very 
unwillingness of masculine politics and politicians to eliminate that violence. In 
this system in which violence within the family has been made the fate of women 
which is detailed in the case study of adile given below. her story shows the 
repeating cycle of violence in the family, her father beat her mother, adile was 
beaten by her husband and her married daughter is beaten by her husband. thus, 
adile comments very significantly: ‘this cycle of violence continues’. 

the story of adile, 42, may astonish us, but in fact it is a story that can also 
be seen in our neighbourhood, in our block, even at home if we stop becoming 
gender-blind and take off our patriarchal glasses. adile, the middle sibling in 
her family, was born in derik in mardin and  moved to diyarbakır after ending 
twenty years of marriage. she marries and then is required to produce a male 
child, her first child is a girl, but luckily her second child is a boy. eventually 
adile manages to escape her husband’s violence, nevertheless, the wrath of men 
continues to be a part of her life. adile’s mother and daughter continue to be 
exposed to violence from their husbands. In turkish the name adile means justice 
and she is an ordinary woman who rebels against the lack of justice in her life. 

discrimination exists at the beginning if you are forced to give birth five 
times in order to produce a son. When my mother had a son they made 
sacrifices. We, girls, used to serve the boys despite the fact that they were 
younger than us.  Under normal conditions my father would not have 
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sent us, the girls, to school, but because my brother used to play truant 
I went to school instead. I was a very intelligent student and my father 
would say ‘I wish her brain could be transferred to the boy’s. however, 
it was not easy to attend school. my parents used to argue with each 
other on the first day of school every year, my father used to say that I 
couldn’t go but my mother begged him to allow me to at least finish the 
fifth grade. I really wanted to continue my education after the fifth grade. 
the principal of school even talked to my father. Without waiting for me 
to receive my primary school diploma, at the age of twelve my parents 
forced me to become engaged to the son of my aunt, who was only two 
years older than me; that is, he was also still a child. I was embarrassed 
to be engaged at that age, I didn’t feel able to face my old school friends 
and collect my diploma. the house that I moved after my marriage was 
crowded. then the beating started, my husband was always attacking 
me. We were both children and the family expected too much from us. I 
had my first child when I was sixteen and then the problems grew, now 
my daughter suffered with me. my husband attacked me with a knife, my 
skull was fractured, and I had a surgery on my nose because it was broken 
in several points. this scar on my forehead, my ribs are all because of the 
beatings I received.  

In spite of this treatment I stayed married for 20 years. many times with 
my sons and daughter I would go to my father’s home and my parents 
would send me back to the marital home where I was exposed to violence 
again. there was no one to go. there was a constant violence. I used 
to wish to sit next to a person even for one day without bruises around 
my eyes. I was embarrassed. those 20 years passed in so much misery. 
You know, those metal grids that are put in front of the door to clean 
your shoes, one of those got bent. he used to beat me with that. he was 
working at a gas station, his job was good but he did not give me any 
money. I used to pay my children’s school expenses from knitting things 
at home. I used to say that once my eldest son finishes high school and 
we can support ourselves, I will leave him. on one holiday weekend it 
dawned on me. In the evening my husband asked me what food shopping 
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was needed. I made a list and gave it to him but he did not bring anything 
back home. In the morning he asked why I had not made a cake. I replied 
that I had given him the list but he had not brought anything. he started 
saying how dare I answer him back. sometimes something happens just 
like that by itself. that day I said to myself  ‘I will not be beaten today. I 
will not let myself be beaten.’ he argued with me and attacked me again. 
he went to fetch the metal bar. When I shouted ‘You will not beat me 
anymore’, he told me how dared I talk back to him. I told him to put the 
metal bar back he did not expect me to react and put down the metal bar. 
that day was the turning point of life. my husband said ‘If that is so, it 
is over.’ I said yes, it was enough, my tongue had been loosened. he told 
me that I should have changed him. how could I have changed him? If 
one does not change oneself... then everything that I had not said over 20 
years burst out of me and after that he did not beat me; ‘It is over,’ he 
said. then he filed for divorce and sent a notification stating the reason 
for divorce being that I was not in my right mind, I was a primary school 
graduate and could not support myself and the children. however, he 
did not divorce me because of the family relationships, because I was his 
uncle’s daughter, fifteen years ago, I also filed for divorce and went to 
a lawyer so that I could gain something because he was well off but my 
lawyer wasn’t good and after the first hearing the case was postponed 
for three years. so I received nothing. I live with my brother who works 
as a doorman. I have no job and had to take my children out of school. I 
told my husband if he cared about children he would send money to send 
them to school. he has two apartments. he should give one to me. I was 
told he was going to marry so I said that if he gives one of the apartments 
to me I would divorce him. We went to the notary, he had prepared a 
protocol before, and we signed it. he gave me the key to the apartment. 
now I have been looking after my children for fifteen years. they did not 
have a proper education because I had to take them out of school both 
my son and I worked. I worked in a textile company but they did not pay 
us. I am so deeply sorry for not being able to send my children to school. 
my youngest son is now 22, doing his military service. my elder son got 
married, thank God, he is fine. 
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my daughter got married when she was 22 and has been married for six 
months. should I say it is fate, I do not know, she is suffering the same 
pressure that I suffered once. I will not let my daughter suffer the same 
thing. she has been married for six months, she loves her husband, but I 
do not know what to do with him. I hate him. her husband is unemployed. 
she is pregnant and has been staying with me. I will not send her away, 
I will take care of her and her child. the cycle is repeated. I said I would 
not let my daughter marry a relative, and I gave her to a stranger, and he 
turned out be like that. thank god my son is fine although he witnessed 
my experiences he has nothing to do with violence even when he talks 
and he gets on well with his wife. he says that a person can argue or get 
divorced but no violence! he knows how much I suffered. he heard how 
his father swore filthily at me, that my son why he is so nice. But my 
daughter has experienced violence, it started a short time ago and is not 
severe but for me it also started slowly like that. When I look around I 
see that so many women from suffering from the same thing. my elder 
sister is still exposed to violence. her husband broke her jaw when she 
was pregnant, he kicked her and her jaw was displaced like that. for one 
month, my nine months pregnant sister could only have water, her jaw 
was fixed with hooks. she is still sick. all of her teeth were pulled. she 
cannot see anymore. she is just three years older than me but she looks 
like a 60-year-old. nowadays, men do not just beat woman, they kill 
them. Women are the same everywhere. many people have education but 
they lose their humanity. my mother was an orphan she had nowhere to 
go. throughout her married life she has been exposed to violence from my 
70 year old father, when he gets angry, he throws anything he can grab 
at my mother who is 64. 
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sexuAl orIentAtIon BAseD DIscrImInAtIon10 

Patriarchy works towards keeping a domineering gender regime alive. hence 
individuals who deviate from the dominant sexual orientation are labelled and 
excluded as being corrupt, sick or perverted. the individual is exposed to various 
discriminative practices by social groups, the state or under the auspices of 
‘science’ when s/he deviates from the social rules within the community they 
inhabit or practice her/his sexual orientation outside of these proscribed roles. 

In an article on the web page of rainbow gay organization in Bursa turkey, it 
is stated that many scientists agree on the view that sexual orientation is shaped 
by the interaction of complex biological, psychological and social factors that 
occurs at an early age. research shows that some people have tried hard for a 
long time to change from homosexuality to heterosexuality but have been unable 
to do this. In a regime in which homosexuality is regarded as a sickness or a 
defect and it is legitimate to persecute homosexuals. 

sexual orientation-based discrimination is called homophobia, which is generally 
defined as the negative feelings, attitudes and behaviour towards homosexuals. 
Unfortunately, homophobia exists not only within men but also in women, who 
are one of the primary targets of patriarchy. here are the views of a middle-
class working woman in relation to homosexuality and the logical explanation of 
homophobic attitudes on a social plane is presented: 

“We are the muslim section. In turkey traditions are important. We 
know men and women. We do not know anything else. the woman 
will suckle her baby, the man will feed them, and this is our tradition. 
moreover, why are we happy when we have a son, because he will sustain 
the next generation? If a parent cannot bring up their son as a man, if the 
boy cannot achieve his identity, the boy becomes, excuse my expression, 
a homosexual. It is against our religion. In the Koran, the tribe of lot is 
mentioned and it describes how they were destroyed by the wrath of God. 
now you cannot both know this wrath and respect the homosexual, it is 
just not possible. I would not attempt any violence on a homosexual, or 
lynch them but I stay away; I do not want them near me.”

10 the views of Prof. dr. melek Göregenli, presented here in translation, are taken from her article published 
in Radikal, 15 may 2006. 
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What happened to the conscientious objector, mehmet tarhan11, shows that 
homophobia is becoming institutionalized. In the justified decision of the 
General Board of military court departments concerning the case of tarhan, 
determined that “homosexuality is a psychosexual disorder”. tarhan showed his 
courage in using his right to conscientiously object to military service not as a 
homosexual but as a citizen but he had to face with the institutional perception of 
homosexuality in this process. the military system only accepted his exemption 
from military service on the basis of “psychosexual disorder” . tarhan was forced 
to state that he was a homosexual which was why he would not enter military 
service. this was done in order to alleviate the public reaction caused by tarhan’s 
objection to military service. the following interview with tarhan was part of an 
article by Göregenli12:

on 8 april 2005 I was arrested in Izmir and accompanied to a military 
unit in tokat, and then to sivas military court and by the decision of 
this court I was taken to sivas military Prison. a little later I was sent 
to a military hospital and had to see the army doctor this time because 
of my homosexuality. In my declaration of conscientious objection 
I stated that I was homosexual and also protested the violent and 
degrading attitude of the army against homosexuals.  homosexuality 
is still considered to be a disease according to the health ability 
regulations of turkish armed forces (tsK) that has to be proved by 
official documents including reports of anal examination, psychiatric 
reports, and, unbelievably, photographs or video records taken during 
sexual intercourse. of course, I rejected this method of proof which 
entailed a direct assault on the homosexual person and this rejection 
was considered to be an aggravating factor. I was imprisoned until my 
release and forced to accept certification as a disabled person.

this account seems to be enough for us to understand the dimensions of 
discriminative, externalizing and degrading treatments that homosexuals come 
up against. however, Göregenli who has carried out numerous research studies 
on this subject sheds further light on the issue of homophobia and she comments 

11 Information in turkish can be found on the Kaos Gl website http://www.kaosgl.com/node/107 last 
accessed 17/11/2009 

12 translated from an article by Göregenli published in Radikal, 15 may 2006. 
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that discrimination, prejudice, and stereotypical judgments that homosexuals 
face in society increase almost in direct proportion with homosexuals’ tendency 
to disclose their sexual identities. Göregenli underlies the fact that this has 
become not only the problem of homosexuals but also that of those who defend a 
life of justice and freedom.

according to Göregenli, prejudices and attitudes against homosexuals began to 
be taken as a subject in the 1970s by researchers in social sciences especially 
in psychology. In these first conceptualizations homophobia was considered to 
be a mental disorder and attempts were made to understand this phenomenon 
as an individual pathology in relation to irrational fears against homosexuals 
and homosexuality. however, today homophobia goes beyond being a personal 
fear and irrational belief, pointing to an intergroup process which appears in the 
political arena and must accepted as connected to cultural and semantic systems, 
and institutional and social traditions. 

homophobia can also be seen as an ideology of intergroup relationships which is 
also influenced by more personal (personality, perception of identity, cognitive 
structures, etc.) processes, shaped by the conceptualization of homosexuals as an 
outsider group and accompanied by particular stereotypes. homophobic ideology 
does not appear by itself as an individual characteristic, but in a particular socio-
cultural context. despite all of its roots in cultural and individual conditions and 
processes, many sociopsychologists think that homophobia could be understood in 
its relations with racism and sexism. homophobia, in this sense, is an important 
weapon of sexism. Violence against people who have sexual orientations other 
than heterosexuality is becoming a mechanism for the defence and preservation 
of manhood, in a sexist sense, of “humanity”.

Göregenli says that many empirical research findings cause us to presuppose 
that prejudices and negative stereotypes are a part of our lives with the blessing 
of ideologies. those ideologies which applaud disintegration are a new form of 
conservatism that are sustained by traditional values. Göregenli adds that  “even 
if we know that some world views that can generally be described as ‘rightist’, 
stand closer to the values that sustain discrimination, it can be thought that those 
views constitute the background of a new form of fascism, ‘symbolic fascism’, 
and this worldview does not contain only right-wing ideologies. Beliefs that the 
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hierarchy of human beings or groups is natural, and that some groups are almost 
naturally superior to some others —tendency towards social superiority— sustain 
symbolic fascism.” 

another process in the perception and representation of differences, and 
accordingly in the creation of intergroup relationships, is the systems of categories 
and beliefs that are used to explain the differences between individuals and 
groups. the first definitions concerning essentialist beliefs in social psychology 
date back to as early as the 1950s. having beliefs on the essence of a group is an 
indication of a personality having prejudices and a strict and dichotomic cognitive 
style that has a low toleration of uncertainty. essentialist beliefs are generally 
combined with prejudiced attitudes and focusing on an element of prejudiced 
cognitive state: beliefs concerning the nature of social categories. essentialist 
beliefs, which strengthen the borders that lead to differentiating groups from 
each other with unchanging qualities and which are shaped on differences, do 
not sustain a discriminative ideology only when used against a group exposed 
to discrimination, but at the same time the individual beliefs of each member of 
the group and their permanent beliefs concerning their own nature during the 
process of building the identity of the group can also nourish the same kind of 
discrimination. heterosexuality becomes a characteristic as significant and as 
essential as homosexuality and the relationship of sovereignty is built around 
this essence. all these sociopsychological processes lead to an understanding of 
the discrimination against homosexuals but they also direct attention to another 
reality which is at least as important. discrimination, which is nourished by 
prejudices and stereotypical judgments against the different and that does not 
belong to the sovereign, does not show itself only as homophobia. a large amount 
of research points to the same general finding. homophobia is directly related 
to sexism, authoritarianism, legalization of the system, and basically hinders 
society from achieving a life which is free and just.

Umut likes the company of girls better 13

Umut Güner, 27, is a project coordinator in Kaos Gl14 and is one of the active 
members of amnesty International. he is one of the few people who disclose their 

13 In turkish this phrase is said sarcastically to refer to a man being effeminate and like a girl

14 a Gay lesbian organisation  in turkey – turkish language website http://www.kaosgl.com/  and english 
version with news and information http://news.kaosgl.com/  both last visited 17/11/2009
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homosexual identity in turkey. In discussion Guner, summarized his view of the 
discrimination that homosexuals are exposed to in turkey:

When we discuss among ourselves we describe discrimination as the 
prevention of different persons from breathing the same air. all of us 
[homosexuals] sometimes have difficulties in breathing. I have not 
personally encountered direct discrimination but I had experienced more 
hidden discriminations in my life.  occasionally in other non-governmental 
organizations in turkey where there are no gays, for example in amnesty 
International (aI) there can be a “hidden” discrimination. It makes 
my life more difficult when people label me as a homosexual and make 
my homosexuality a problem. for instance when I first joined the aI 
meetings, two people —members who are rather religious— began not 
showing up at meetings and gave my participation, not as Umut Güner 
but as a homosexual, as their reason. two friends from aI, asked me in a 
very friendly way “Well, Umut, how are we going to solve this problem?” 
It annoyed me very much, not that the two not attending the meeting 
because of me, but because those people demand that I do not join the 
meetings and put this as a precondition of their attendance, and my 
friends ask me how we can solve this problem! my response was, that it 
wasn’t my problem; they have some problems with human rights. there 
was something similar the other day. I was sending some information 
to the mailing list, which I regularly do, this time it was about human 
rights and homosexuality. one person from the list said that he did not 
want to see news about homosexuals there and not to mail him anymore. 
But it is a common platform and I send those e-mails as part of my 
job in Ia. While we were discussing this I noticed that that person, who 
lives in the same neighbourhood as me, has a different stance. If he were 
less educated, for example, he could beat me up, he could even stab me. 
however, the greatest violence that he can practice on me over a mailing 
list of Ia is telling me not send that mailing. he even expressed in his 
later emails that he was against homosexuals’being murdered, but they 
should not get organized. I had also such an experience: there was a 
discussion as to whether a brochure about the Kurdish problem and the 
right to proper judgment should be put on the stand. When I insisted on 
including it, one person in the group asked me why I was always making 
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homosexuality an issue? for him homosexuals or the Kurdish people, etc. 
are all the same. When a homosexual acts for the sake of the Kurdish 
people, he thinks that s/he does it because of her/his homosexuality. 

such things happen but I believe that they can change. these are some 
events that do not really bother me in the struggle of civil society. I can 
get over such events rather easily because I am usually in a homosexual 
community but I know that another gay person could be deeply affected 
by such experiences. for ten years I ran a bijou stall on the street, and I 
did not hide my homosexuality because I took it as a political stance. I 
thought my homosexuality would cause problems on the street but I did 
not face a direct violence. I just had a fight once, not because I was gay, 
but to attract the attention of passers-by they used my homosexuality. 
they swore at me in reference to my homosexuality. my homosexuality 
was used as a means there. 

actually there is this funny situation with me. I lived happily with my 
homosexuality until my parents realised that I was gay. they took me to a 
psychiatrist telling me that it was because of my speech disorder. I think 
I was comfortable with my homosexuality until high school. I had boy 
friends, some of whom I fell in love and we slept together. at high school 
I knew that they called me ‘faggot’. after high school I moved to Burdur; 
I joined some student organizations at university. I was quite comfortable 
there because people were really democratic. But when I started studying 
at the department of social services of hacettepe University, I was again 
‘twink’ and ‘faggot’ and during that time I had more problems than in my 
childhood.

When my parents learned about ‘my situation’, they first restricted 
the time I spent outside. I had a mobile phone but they took the phone 
numbers of my friends with whom I sometimes stayed because my visits 
to their places became a problem for my parents but this did not last long. 
after gaining my financial freedom life became easier for me, for instance 
when I did not stay with my family for a couple of days, they did not have 
to worry about me because they knew that I had money. I left home in 
2004. I live with my boyfriend now. my family knows about this but they 
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prefer seeing him not as a member of the family but as Umut’s ‘special’ 
friend. We both visit each other’s families but each time our families 
meet, they ask each other the same questions as if they have met for the 
first time and then an awkward silence begins.

I was very alone at university. even if I was isolated, I believed that in fact 
it was I who isolated others. I was not very sociable and my isolation did 
not bother me. I did not insist that others accept my homosexuality and I 
retired into my shell. I had more problems with conservative instructors. 
I felt more comfortable in the classes of social democrat instructors. my 
brother and I had a lot of alevi15 friends. every time my brother wore a 
red shirt16, people used to ask him if he was alevi to upset him. 

there were comments, which implied I was effeminate, like “Umut likes 
to work with girls”, and these comments negatively affected my progress 
at university, even in literature although it was not a very difficult subject 
for me. my english instructor changed and while the former instructor 
really liked me, the new teacher told my mother that I was immoral and 
degenerate. so, teachers also seemed to be influenced by macho tradition. 
What I mean is that you can be exposed to discrimination in various 
ways. I get on well with everyone whose political ideas I find acceptable, 
and there are some homosexuals whose political views I do not share. I 
prefer running a stall on the street for political reasons and also because 
I am unemployed. I quite like my work but there are some homosexuals 
who think that they are hierarchically in a superior position to me 
and they also assume that this hierarchy is valid for the relationships 
in the Kayos Gl. they think that they are white-collar workers and I 
am just a street vendor, without considering that class difference is one 
of the greatest planes in which homosexuals are discriminated. class 
difference separates and divides us, the homosexuals. those who choose 
homosexuality without a political stance can cause us to be exposed to 
more discrimination. We held a forum against homophobia in previous 
years and there were homosexuals from all over turkey. In the forum 

15 the Alevi are a religious, sub-ethnic and cultural community in turkey and many other parts of the world.

16 red is associated with the alevi because of the red head gear traditionally worn by the men of certain alevi 
groups.
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someone said that homosexuality must be represented by “decent” people 
and I asked him what that means. for instance, should a “decent” 
homosexual be as fat as me, should he speak turkish better than me, or 
should he speak english? this is actually an effort of creating a “white 
homosexual” class whose effects we can feel in Kaos Gl. In Kaos Gl 
offices, we try to employ unskilled people as well as those with specific 
professional experience and qualifications. this can sometimes bring 
extra work for the whole staff but in the end the unskilled workers become 
more and more experienced. We think that it makes more sense to employ 
someone who has dealt with small projects instead of a person who is an 
expert in large project management. for instance one of our friends has 
a degree in french language and literature. When he applied for a job 
in Kaos Gl he said that he had prostituted himself for ten years and he 
did not want to do prostitution any more, then we employed him. his job 
is to ensure communication between Kaos Gl and homosexuals. Kaos Gl 
is open to all homosexuals from all classes; however, those from rather 
lower classes do not really feel comfortable there. they say that they feel 
better when they work with me. that colleague will undertake such a 
function of a bridge between them and us. however, we can never express 
clearly enough that in our offices we are all paid equally regardless of our 
work. those people who cannot understand this thinking must really feel 
that they belong to the “white” class. 

We are learning to struggle against discrimination in fits and starts. now 
when we appeal for help we can evaluate it more accurately but when I 
consider the situation five years ago, I see that we in fact overlooked many 
things. We did not have sufficient resources, though. We had problems 
because we neither had sufficient financial and technological means nor 
did we have any vision or mission. We did not know that we could ask 
for help from particular institutions and only six years ago we started 
to contact other nGo’s. I regard the first nine years of Kaos Gl as the 
process of consciousness raising as is the case with women’s movement. 
even though we accomplished many things in the past, if you were to ask 
how many cases of discrimination we dealt with properly, I could say that 
we only managed very few. It would not be wrong to say that the inability 
to access information makes it difficult to struggle with discrimination. 
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I would like to remind you that we were also exposed to discrimination 
by other nGo’s. for instance, we had a problem with the ankara office 
of İhd (human rights association) but the problem had nothing to do 
with the institutional structure of İhd; it was created by the people in 
administration and it was a really bad experience for us. We were then 
twenty homosexuals working in the commission of the rights of Gays 
and lesbians in the ankara office of İhd, and at that time aksu Bora 
was working in the commission of Women’s rights and he supported us. 
İhd was a bridge of hope not only for homosexuals and women but also 
for all those who were exposed to discrimination, so I think it plays a 
significant role in shaping civil society in turkey. We went to İhd to work 
for homosexual rights. many ideologically diverse groups were working 
there for a common purpose, against the violation of human rights but 
they did not approve our proposal to found a commission for gay rights 
in the general assembly. But we continued our relationship with the head 
office of İhd. they opened their doors to us and it was there we held the 
first meeting for gay people in turkey.

In 2001, in order to organize a mailing to people in prison we went to İhd 
and again we had problems in the ankara office. We learned that when 
parents of prisoners came to the office our magazines were taken away. 
When we asked the commission the reason for this, they had replied us 
more properly and said “You should first work in different commissions 
and learn the structure of İhd, then you can found a commission.” after 
that we did not have any direct relationship with İhd which was actually 
not only unfortunate for us but also for the İhd. We have not had any 
problems with other organizations but that actually is the problem; since 
homosexuals are not allowed in many of those organizations, no problems 
arise. 

mazlum-der (the association of human rights and solidarity for 
oppressed People), sometimes comments on the Kurdish problem but 
remains silent about homosexuals although it claims to protect the rights 
of all citizens. on the other hand, I know I will lose something important 
if İhd were to be closed because I know that if I get into trouble I can 
always go to İhd and ask for help, but I cannot say the same thing for 
mazlum-der. 
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enjoying the civil services is another question. Gay marriage is a popular 
discussion topic nowadays but I think there are serious problems in terms 
of human rights. for instance, even if I become a professionally qualified 
social worker, if I apply for a job my homosexuality will immediately 
attract attention. I have limited my work choices when I decided that 
I could not become a professionally qualified social worker because 
wherever I go my homosexual identity will cause problems. You know 
that if you become a civil servant, whatever you do, however successful 
you are, once your homosexual identity is disclosed there will inevitably 
be trouble. that is why you either never try to do such a thing, or you hide 
your sexual orientation thus you accept discrimination. 

I have been living with my boyfriend for three years. If I am seriously ill, 
and my boyfriend accompanies me to hospital and if the hospital staff 
are to strictly follow the regulations, he cannot stay with me because we 
are neither married nor are we blood relations. If I were imprisoned, my 
boyfriend could not come to visit me since he was not my first degree 
relative. there are problems like these because gay people cannot marry. 
these are the things that impair my life. many homosexuals go through 
such experiences. When a male transvestite is put into jail his boyfriend 
cannot visit him. 

We rented our first apartment pretending that we were roommates. When 
we moved to our next apartment we were both very young and nobody 
suspected us thinking that we were university students. But if a man is 
40 and his boyfriend 36, and they have been living together for 14 years, 
what kind of a lie can they tell? one of my gay friends told me that his 
lesbian friends visit his apartment. the landlord comes and warns him 
saying that there are families living in this building, so girls should not 
come and visit him. all of these make me tense. We have to either live 
in the basement or in the garret. single people are not allowed to rent a 
place on other floors. 

I am comfortable because I work in a gay association but a gay person 
cannot easily see a doctor for his anal problems, because you have to 
submit the report to your work. especially hIV positive people have such 
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a problem; if they submit their report, their condition can be disclosed; In 
some western countries there is a coding system for diseases and medicines 
to prevent the inappropriate disclosure of certain illnesses; the same must 
be done in turkey otherwise some people will not feel able to use medical 
services. When you attend a public hospital you cannot always choose 
your doctor, the doctor can even refuse to examine you and if you object 
to this your condition will be announced to everyone in the hospital. for 
instance if one of our friends has a sexual disease we have to tell him to 
go to hospital but they are usually reluctant because they know that they 
will be exposed to discrimination because they are gay, hIV positive or 
drug addicted. since homosexuals are a small community, if one of them 
is exposed to discrimination in an institution the others can easily learn 
about it and they, too, do not want to go there anymore. not one person 
but the whole group is affected from one person’s bad experience. 

We do not have any difficulty in defining our mission in Kaos Gl, but 
not all of our gay members would like to support other groups that are 
exposed to discrimination. We do not think that the dream of a free 
world is possible only by solving the problems of homosexuals. We have a 
broad horizon. We must also take other groups into consideration besides 
paying attention to our problems. 

Always Disadvantaged
hülya tarman, one of a small number of people who live in turkey without 
hiding their sexual orientation, has also lived in Germany. Just like homosexual 
men, lesbians, too, are reluctant to become visible in society and as soon as they 
disclose their identity, they are exposed to the discriminations from their families 
and the indirect violence and discriminative practices of the state. In the extracts 
from an interview tarman expresses her feeling about being a feminist and a 
lesbian in turkey: 

lesbian feminists cannot discuss sexism on the same level with 
heterosexual feminists in [turkey] where the privacy of family is so 
highly regarded. thinking that there are very few lesbian feminists, we 
cannot hold a proper discussion on feminist theories. We are the very 
subject of many people’s homophobia since our love object is from our 
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own sex. so we find ourselves surrounded with hatred and fear which 
hinders communication and it becomes more and more difficult for us 
to express ourselves. In other words you constantly live with a feeling of 
being always disadvantaged.

tarman emphasizes that there are also discriminative practices between gays and 
lesbians in the homosexual society. lesbians are double discriminated because 
they are women so they have to be in a continuous struggle against gender 
and sexual-oriented discrimination. according to tarman, the lesbian identity 
appears as a subject in pornography for men in a patriarchal society and this 
doubles lesbians’ feeling of being suppressed. tarman continues: 

attention must be paid to the medical problems that lesbians may have. 
some products like special balsam or condoms are available for male 
homosexuals but there are no such sexual protective materials available 
to lesbians and moreover it is very difficult to access adequate medical 
information about safe lesbian sex. [In turkey] it is more difficult for 
lesbians than gay men to find a partner. they always have to live their 
sexual lives in secret feeling that their life is sinful and forbidden, they 
cannot go out together, they have limited opportunities to find a proper 
job, and therefore they may not be able to achieve financial independence 
from their parents. even if a lesbian woman is able to find a job and has 
financial security, being a lesbian can be identified as being exposed to a 
constant violence, in the form of beating, exclusion or just being stared 
at. It would be a miracle to be saved from degradation in a society like 
turkey in which our way of life is deemed to be a perversion. In previous 
years there was this tragic event: a woman was murdered by the husband 
of woman she was in love with. the murderer’s penalty was reduced 
because of aggravated provocation. feeling so much shame the victim’s 
family disowned her body. can there be a more fascist practice than 
being excluded and left alone as payment of one’s sexual preference? 
If people leave their feelings of rage and fear in the control of their 
primitive drives there is no need for further provocation. for instance, 
a man of “utmost masculinity” can kill his partner after homosexual 
intercourse if the latter denies the former’s manhood and the crime can 
be considered to be robbery. a woman can be murdered because she has 
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rejected a man; she is murdered because she has wounded his masculine 
pride by rejecting him. People can be oppressed by their family when 
their sexual orientation is discovered they can be forced into marriage 
or be   confined to [their parent’s] home.  

according to tarman, the treatment that lesbians are exposed to in turkey also 
happens in Germany in a slightly more refined form. she says, “In spite of the fact 
that there is a relatively more liberal and social structure in Germany, lesbians 
do not have a complete freedom.” she nevertheless adds that homosexuals 
managed to take some of their rights and they can live without hiding themselves 
compared to the situation in turkey. tarman reminds us that in Germany doctors, 
policemen/women and teachers have founded their own gay organizations, 
nevertheless, she also emphasizes the point that gays might not be promoted or 
their job applications might be rejected because of their sexual orientation. on 
the other hand she also adds that in Germany a worker cannot be dismissed from 
work because of her/his sexual orientation. for her this is the outcome of a raised 
consciousness of the right to make recourse to legal remedies. 
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DIscrImInAtIon AgAInst DIsABleD PeoPle
   
Discrimination against any person on the basis of disability is a violation of the 
inherent dignity and worth of the human person.17

disabled18 people are almost always a marginalized group throughout history. 
feeling mercy or disgust for disabled people are the common reactions of both 
politicians and society itself. the invisibility of people with physical or mental 
handicaps is regarded as a natural or an ascribed role. that these people are 
different is regarded as a reason for exclusion rather than being recognised as 
an example of the variety of human beings. the ultimate marginalization is to 
destroy those who are different and this happened in the nazi concentration 
camps where a large number of the victims were disabled. the chauvinist nazi 
government saw the disabled as the waste of society’s resources and aimed to 
eliminate them along with the Jews, homosexuals, gypsies and others who did not 
fit the pure and elite society of hitler’s Germany. 

Ignoring disabled people means ignoring some of the laws that protect disabled 
people’s rights. some subgroups of disabled people, for example, women and 
children are more liable to be overlooked. It is sometimes believed that some 
civil investments for disabled children like, education and health services, are 
worthless. disabled women are the victims of double discrimination and people 
with mental disabilities are a group that does not have the chance to improve 
themselves in many societies. 

the legal and actual discrimination against disabled people has a long history 
and different forms. Besides the discrimination practiced against disabled people 
without any reason, there are other more subtle forms such as deprivation of 
educational opportunities, exclusion from society or separation or isolation by 
means of physical or social hindrances. discrimination against disabled people 

17 convention on the rights of Persons with disabilities, Preamble (h).

18 some disabled people take the expressions “disabled” or “handicapped” as discriminative and those with 
mobility problems prefer to be called “crippled” because they have no problems with their abilities or that 
they meet as much handicaps as anyone else. 

       however, the word crippled in turkish can be translated as ‘sakat’ very similar in meaning to the British  
       english word ‘spastic’ which can be used in a derogatory way. 
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is practiced by exclusion, restriction, using the authority of preference to their 
disadvantage, not supporting appropriate housing by alleging disability as a 
pretext, hindering their enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights on 
equal terms, and there are also frequent practices of discrimination because 
of negligence, ignorance, prejudice, or wrong assumptions. the impact of 
discrimination against disabled people is especially serious in education, 
employment, lodging, transportation, cultural life and access to public fields and 
services. 

here is the story of a sixty-one-year-old mother, who does not want her name 
to be revealed, who gave birth to four children saw her second child die and 
the fourth become crippled. this is a story that illustrates some of the social, 
local and governmental practices of discrimination against disabled people. this 
woman’s son, sertaç, who suffers from hydrocephalus is excluded and humiliated 
even by his classmates and other children. she says,   

I could not get any cure for sertaç’s disease although, for seventeen 
years, he was treated in hacettepe hospital. When doctors could not find 
any reason for the disease, they advised me to have another child, so I 
had a second daughter, six years after sertaç’s birth. I stood up for my 
son as much as possible. I frequently heard him being called a “weirdo” 
every time he went out, and I got so upset. most of the time initially 
people reacted badly but when they saw that my child was really harmless 
they just accepted us. I was not much offended by my neighbours but 
almost everyone was annoying at first because they just could not accept 
him as he was. When sertaç was born I was a young mother in my early 
twenties. It is the fate of my son that he has three different handicaps 
and his condition has really worn us out. sertaç has a slight mental 
disability; his IQ is 89%. he is 90% blind and he is autistic. he has such 
a strong memory; he can remember so many different numbers for years. 
Physically, he is just slightly spastic but you wouldn’t even notice it. he 
has hydrocephalus and when doctors see him they ask how has he survived 
so long with this condition, they cannot understand why he hasn’t died. he 
sometimes overhears such things and it of course makes me so sorry. a 
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child with a condition like this is usually seen as a burden and upsets the 
family but we did not feel much like that. In a family, usually not all the 
members of a family accept this situation, in particular the other children 
may not accept it at all and the parents take the whole burden. If you talk 
to other families of disabled children, you will see that it is the case. In 
my family I take this burden; I am really trying hard. I took care of his 
education and I sacrificed a lot. I went to the counselling and research 
centre in diyarbakır for sertaç’s education, that was thirty-five years 
ago. there was nowhere that offered special education for the disabled in 
diyarbakır and there were only a few counselling and research centres in 
turkey. I went to the maltepe counselling and research centre in ankara 
to learn how I should educate my child; I learned what to do there. I 
wanted my son to go to school and socialize so I sent him to school for an 
hour a day for two years. When he was seven we were told that he could 
finish primary school if he could sit in the classroom or wait outside when 
he was told. I used to spend hours to teach him just one letter at home, 
this was so hard but in the end he managed to learn to read.

children can be so cruel. I saw so many things but since I stood up for 
sertaç he was not hurt very much. If I had not stood by him, he could 
have been harassed or even worse. once he was dragged to the toilet by 
another child; I called the child’s family and told them I would sue them 
if anything ever happened to my son. I was always behind him; otherwise 
he could be exposed to many things not only by other children at school 
but also people from outside. there were some complaints from other 
parents that such a child in his condition should not be at school. luckily, 
we knew my son’s teacher so we did not have so many problems. either 
my employee or I would wait for him in front of the school in case another 
child, unintentionally, hurt him.   

It is seen even nowadays that there are many disabled children who are 
exposed to violence. after sertaç finished primary school, the ram 
(counselling and research centre) told us what to do, for instance they 
said that he should develop his manual skills. In western countries, for 
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instance in Germany, such children can access special education more 
easily; they are educated according to their capabilities and then employed 
accordingly. turkey is quite inexperienced in this issue.

I managed to send sertaç to the bookbinding workshop of the city library 
so that he could improve his manual skills. this was possible with the 
support of one of our guests and also that of my husband because of his 
job in the ministry of culture. for six years he attended there but we were 
paying his salary, after that I applied to the public employment office for 
sertaç. there was a 3% quota for the employment of disabled people in 
public services. I waited in front of the General directory of libraries for 
three days for a work position for the disabled be opened in diyarbakır. 
the position was opened and sertaç entered an examination for it; but 
sertaç cannot write because he cannot use his right hand, however, he can 
read and understand everything. he passed the exam but someone else 
wrote down his answers. In the end he got the job with a lot of turmoil. 
some people said that he was shown favour in getting the job, on hearing 
that I decided to go on hunger strike in governor’s building because it was 
his right to get the job and I had to do what was necessary for that. then 
sertaç started the job, now he has been a civil servant for fifteen years 
and he worked in the binding workshop of the library for many years. 
our greatest mishap now is that the bookbinding workshop in diyarbakır 
has been closed. some families get accustomed to the harm that their 
children are exposed to and allow them to go out. We do not let sertaç 
go outside the home alone very often so we have, in a way, isolated him 
a little. for instance, for two days I have been trying to teach him how 
to get on and get off the bus to go to work. What else can I do? once 
I took him from work in the evening and another time I followed him 
driving behind. of course, in the end he will learn it. In fact he should have 
learned these things when he was younger; it was our fault that he did not 
because we were overprotective. 

disabled people must be educated with the support of their families, 
society and the state. the turkish state has faced this issue rather late. 
In the past there is said to be an island in ayvalık to which such children 
were sent, fed on bread and water only once a week. We still hear that 
there are still such places in ankara. 
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I have been working with the association for the mentally disabled 
People since 1993. We wanted a larger school to be built for the disabled 
children. there is a school on the way to ergani that the singer emrah 
donated and with the help of the governor of the time we could use the 
building. In fact construction of the school started with a donation of 
Şeyhmus tatlıcı but emrah finished it. I was given an office in the school 
by the order of the governor as recognition of my long service on the issue 
[of education of disabled children]. now I am directing the activities 
of the association there. I work in the association, in the school, and 
also in the parent-teacher association. In 2001 we carried out important 
research in diyarbakır. It was a leading activity in turkey; we visited 
every family with disabled children and enrolled them in school. We 
visited every street and apartment building, found every family with a 
disabled child and made a list of the children. after a short while those 
families recognized and welcomed us. actually those who are rather well 
off usually hide their children, they want them to be educated at home and 
they do not usually let them out. there is a family that I have known for 
twenty years but only this year I learnt that they have a disabled child,  
the family could not accept their child’s condition.

It is not easy anyway; not all parents can handle it because it can greatly 
disturb the family, it can even be a reason for divorce. the child of one 
of our members in the association had a fall and has been disabled since 
then. the mother, our member, could not accept her child’s condition 
after the accident and there appeared almost an enmity between them. 
the father took all the responsibility and he alone looks after the child 
now. You cannot do everything by yourself; both families and the state 
have responsibilities. mentally disabled people are regarded as insane 
in society but the insane are a different category. If one has some 
psychological problems that are detrimental to the society, they can harm 
others. You can take precautions for the mentally disabled so that they 
do not harm others. 

not every brain damaged disabled child needs treatment. for instance, 
my son needs treatment because he is hydrocephalic, a physically disabled 
person may need a wheelchair that can be supplied by the state, the 
municipality or individuals. the state can specially import vehicles for 
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disabled people. the president of turkish federation for the disabled, 
faruk Öztimur, who cannot use his legs, has a vehicle that is quite 
comfortable and he can drive it very easily. so that disabled people can use 
public transport the state needs to implement a system of modifications. 
two buses with access for the disabled were going to be sent to diyarbakır 
but we are still waiting. We are in contact with the mayor to ask for our 
rights. for instance there is a 35% discount in water bills for the disabled 
and they can use buses free. however, they are not treated well in public 
transportation. how can we deal with that? I mentioned this problem to 
the mayor. once a disabled child informed us that he was treated badly by 
a bus driver, so we called the police. nevertheless, since the child could 
not remember the bus number plate they could not do anything about it. 
the police told us that if we could submit the plate number they would 
disqualify that driver from driving. our children are excluded. the other 
day the same thing happened again. We were waiting for the public mini 
bus and I was standing behind sertaç in the queue. sertaç wanted to sit in 
the front seat but the driver did not want to let him sit there even though I 
was with him. I cannot do anything but feel sorry. there is 38% discount 
for disabled vehicles. I bought one for sertaç. among our members there 
are parents who have three or even four disabled children. think about 
their cost or burden to the family! for families that have disabled children 
there must be centres where they can access respite care. 

I think that private schools for disabled children only aim to make money 
and they do not give a good education. some people enrol their children 
in those schools to get subsidy even if their children have only a slight 
disability. In state schools disabled children are given an individual 
education by attending the same classes with other children. 

I have brought my son up the best I can, now he is a man. We have 
experienced so many difficulties and we still do. We both get upset. the 
most serious thing about him is that he does not see himself as a disabled 
person, which is my greatest problem. the most disadvantaged group 
among the disabled is the mentally disabled. Because people with physical 
disabilities are usually very intellectually aware. they can do anything 
even if they have some handicaps. so can blind people. In my opinion 
the mentally disabled people are the most unlucky. deaf people also 
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have great difficulties because speaking can be difficult and so cannot 
communicate easily. I sometimes see them and they talk about their 
problems. since deaf people have difficulties in expressing themselves we 
try to defend their rights. 

Fed up with making excuses for others
Unfortunately sertaç did not tell his own story, it was a second hand narration by 
his mother. If sertaç had narrated his own story, we would have seen his troubles 
more strikingly. here is the story of tülin, born in 1955, who had poliomyelitis 
when she was a baby; here is her personal account of some of her experiences: 

I graduated from the school of media ankara University. I am a copywriter 
and a scriptwriter. I caught poliomyelitis when I was three months old. 
I did not regard myself as a disabled person but during my education, in 
my relationships with my friends and in my job applications I had bad 
experiences, however, this was not directed at me personally. People are 
conditioned to behave in certain ways and most of my problems were 
caused by that. I was lucky, though, to have such a good and aware family 
like mine. my parents never favoured my brothers or sisters over me but 
they also continued their regular disciplinary attitudes, even spanked me. 
all of us misbehaved in our childhood and were given a few smacks by our 
parents. since there was no discrimination at home I did not see myself 
different from others and I did not feel isolated. But society is not like the 
family. When you start school you become socialized, but my family never 
let people discriminate against me at home or outside. the society treats 
you according to the message you give them. 

When I started school our apartment caretaker used to take me to school. 
one day we met a woman with her child on our way to school. I had no 
wheelchair. When the child saw me she shouted, “Gee! look at her, she’s 
a big girl but she still sits in a pram!” this of course shattered me. When 
Uncle ali, the caretaker, swore at them roundly, I told him, “do not get 
angry with her, she is just a child.” But I was even younger than her. 
When I got back home I did not immediately tell my mother about the 
incident but later although I loved going to school then, I told my mother 
that I did not want to go to school anymore, however, despite everything 
I did not quit school. 
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there was the process of physiotherapy. I both went to school and the 
physiotherapy. In fact such a situation was quite harsh for a child. You 
suffer from both physical and mental weariness. I did not see myself as 
disabled but since the others in society described me as a disabled it was 
quite tiring for me to deal with all of them. 

my enrolment in primary school was troublesome: when I was born my 
grandfather was given the job of getting my Id, since my parents had no 
time for that because of me. my grandfather thought that didn’t have 
to get my Id immediately since I was a girl and would not have to do 
military service. thus, there was a time lapse between registration and 
the date of my birth and registration and the officers in the registry office 
created some problems in registration. this would not have happened to 
an able bodied child I did not have any other difficulties in the rest of 
my education, and I also did not let those problems happen. I still visit 
my primary school teacher. he used to take me to the board in his arms 
but on the first day of the school I asked him not to treat me differently 
from the other children. When I go out with my friends we sometimes 
used to notice those who stare at me. People do not see the disabled 
outside very often and that is why you are frequently exposed to strange 
looks. my friends used to be annoyed by those looks more than me and I 
used to be the one who had to calm them down. I am fed up with making 
excuses for others! Public arena is a nightmare for disabled people. on 
the fourth floor of my faculty there were studios but since the elevators 
never worked I could only go upstairs with the help of my friends. I had 
to go to the studios because we worked as a team but sometimes I used to 
make an excuse not to join the team so that my friends would not have to 
take care of me. I occasionally wanted to sue the staff because of some of 
their failures, like that elevator that was always out of order, but then I 
gave up the idea because it was almost impossible to win my case in court.

I have confronted some handicaps in my career. about six years ago 
when new legislation for the disabled people was being discussed in the 
parliament, I was preparing a documentary film about human rights. 
my advisor was looking for a solution for my transportation problem. I 
suggested that he put some pressure on members of parliament to add a 
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new article to the new legislation for disabled people to be able to access 
free transportation services of the public institutions. It, of course, did not 
work; to be disabled is too expensive. the members of parliament told us 
there was not anything much that they can do for us. 

Just like the local governments, civil society associations, too, are not 
aware of their responsibilities to disabled people. I do not belong to any 
of the associations because I do not believe they work properly. one day 
I visited an association and I saw an isolated group of disabled people 
who were playing cards and okey. In the cafe they play games with each 
other and they become isolated from mainstream society. I told the vice 
president that they should insist on the necessity that the new ankara 
metro should be arranged according to the needs of the disabled people. 
the staff in charge in the municipality made up the excuse that they do 
not have enough finance for the arrangements. When you bring that up 
they always answer that “Believe me, I am actually more upset about 
it than you.” We should say, “You cannot be more upset about it than 
me, because I am the one who experiences the handicaps.” Instead of 
having meetings behind doors, the directors of the association, in a 
press conference, should have asked the mayor direct questions about 
the reasons for the elevators in the metro always being out of order. 
When I brought up these points the president of the association answered 
me “We did not come together to create terrorism in society!” I do not 
support creating chaos but the necessary steps should be taken. disabled 
people are actually a great pressure group, and when you add their 
families, too, for a smart politician they are a great potential for votes. 
however our politicians, I do not know why, have never thought about 
that. I occasionally received offers from different political parties before 
elections telling me that they want to add new articles about disabled 
people to their internal regulations but they never finish the job. I think 
there should be a ministry for the disabled in turkey. If there are seven 
million five hundred thousand disabled people, when you consider them 
together with their families, they constitute the one fourth of the whole 
population. Unfortunately, the political parties are not really interested 
in disabled people. 
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When I moved to my apartment, the pavements were being renewed but 
without ramps. I kept telling the workers that they should make a ramp 
and one day one of them told me “do not worry I will help you,” and I 
told him “thank you very much but I should not need your help to enter a 
shop. You cannot be always there for me. Just like other people, I should 
be able to enter shops without help.” now there are ramps in front of 
many of the shops across from my apartment building as a result of my 
personal efforts. are there not such regulations in the law? shouldn’t 
local government pay attention to these matters? either there are no 
control mechanisms or they do not work. as far as I know in western 
countries establishments without any regulations for the disabled cannot 
get a license. some coercive measures must be taken. In public arena 
there are particular regulations but there is no controlling mechanism. 
I must say that [turkish] people show goodwill towards the disabled. 
We should separate the strict and prejudiced views of those who work in 
public fields and the good intentioned attitudes of the common people in 
society. 

now there is the feeling of pity that others have for us. honestly, I also 
accuse myself because of my handicap for that because no one can treat 
you wrongly unless you let them. that is if a disabled person use their 
handicaps to win the favour of others then the disabled person is guilty of 
hypocrisy. I have never done that; neither did I ask to be pitied nor did I 
feel pity for myself. all my friends, even the people who I have met recently 
say that they never saw me as a disabled because I did not see myself like 
that. You give such a message also with your body language. I always say 
that I am not disabled; I just cannot walk. there are some barriers before 
me but they are the pavements or stairs, these are physical barriers and 
they are not insurmountable. there are barriers that block me but I can 
get around them by some social arrangements for us. disabled people do 
not know their rights, how can they defend something they do not know? 
I am informed about many issues because I may be counted among the 
intelligentsia of the disabled society and also because I work in the media 
but even I cannot deal with it. many of the disabled are devoid of their 
rights to education, what should they do?
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once I applied for a position of assistant producer. everyone would of 
course understand where because obviously there is one place to apply 
for this job but I will not name the organisation. I passed the exam and 
after that during the interview, the interviewer, who has a high position 
in the institution, told me, “You have passed the exam but you cannot 
walk, we will need to give you a special vehicle” and then I asked him. “Is 
this your view and perspective or are you speaking for the institution?” 
he answered, “It is of course my view but I am also the one who will 
decide for the institution,” and I told him, “I am not telling you to give 
me a microphone and send me to a war front. I did my training in this 
institution. I was trained in the techniques of preparing a tV programme 
and it does not have to be made by exploring the mountains it can be 
made in a studio. moreover, if I need to go anywhere I can ask my friends 
and they will gladly take me there.” of course the result of the interview 
was negative. 

It was almost a year after that interview; the person who was the producer 
during my training period was promoted to the position of a broadcast 
director of a department in the institution. When they needed an advisor 
for a tV programme, he gave my name. I received a phone call and was 
told “our manager recommended you so we want to work with you.” I 
told the person on the phone “Your manager might have recommended 
me but it is you who is going to work with me, so let’s assume that such 
a proposal was not made at all and meet each other. If you still want to 
work with me after the meeting we will discuss the details. they came and 
saw me. I was offered to work as an advisor but after the interview the 
offer changed to scriptwriter.” We talked a little longer and they told me 
“Your diction is nice, would you like to present a tV program?” In the 
following periods I worked as a text writer, presenter, and scriptwriter 
and I have been working there ever since.

It is difficult for me to go to the cinema, for instance. I can only go the 
cinema in shopping centres; they have so called arrangements for the 
disabled people, for example, among thirty-five seats, let’s assume, I have 
to sit either in the first or in the third seat and have to watch the film from 
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a point that is very close to the screen. When I go to the cinema with my 
family they do not want to just let me there and watch the film from their 
comfortable seats. there are no ramps beside the stairs for wheelchairs. 
But in their newspaper advertisements there is a disabled sign as if there 
are appropriate facilities in the hall. 

In the city I can only travel by taxi. Buses or minibuses are impossible 
to get on. It really upsets me and the more you are conscious of the 
situations the more you get upset. last year we were going to antalya 
because my husband was to receive a prize for his poetry book and we 
decided to make it a holiday, which was actually our honeymoon that we 
had been unable to take. We did not have a car, how could we go? We 
tried to rent a car. I asked about it to the taxi driver who was always 
taking me to work and we calculated the cost; only to go there cost about 
400 turkish liras. If I had the chance to get on the bus we would not need 
to spend so much money. on such occasions I usually tell my husband, 
“You should go alone, I won’t come with you,” but he refused. on having 
such experiences we frequently feel that we came to a dead end. then we 
went to a turkish airlines (thY)  office we waited for the discount period 
for the tickets to antalya. there was a 20% discount for the disabled and 
I asked if the same discount is also valid for my escort. my husband and 
my mother went to buy the tickets but there they insisted to see a report 
proving my disability. In the end we paid 110 tl for return tickets.

It was so difficult for me to explain my problem to the person in charge 
in thY. I asked them if they were any arrangements for the disabled and 
they answered that there were. they said that there would be an assistant 
staff to help me. When we went to the airport we waited for the person 
responsible until take off. the people in charge also did not know what to 
do, they just told us to wait a moment and never showed up again. finally 
an authorized person came and told me that he would take me downstairs 
and my husband had to pass through the gate with the other passengers. 
on hearing this, my husband got really annoyed but the official told us he 
was sorry, it was the rule, but he didn’t explain the logic of the rule. I did 
not want to argue with them any longer and went down with that person. 
We were already very nervous. that official told me that the vehicle that 
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would take me to the plane would come in a minute but it turned out to 
be a vehicle that looked like a container, in the airport of the capital 
city! When I was taken to the place where I would board the plane, I was 
put into a three-wheeled chair and lifted up by something like a cargo 
elevator. since the entrance of the plane was so narrow I could not pass 
through in my wheelchair. they had a three-wheeled chair in which, even 
a non-disabled person would hardly be able to balance themselves, and I 
was taken in the plane on such a wheelchair. We were told that a normal 
wheelchair could not pass through the entrance of the plane but later we 
learned that it actually could. I was told to pass in one of those three-
wheeled chairs that had a seatbelt but it was impossible to fasten them. 
so my husband had to both hold my seatbelt and push the wheelchair and 
also take care of me. I was three meters off the ground and there was a 
narrow aisle between. the officer told us, “Please be careful, last week 
a sick passenger fell down from here.” It was like a joke. We started to 
laugh. finally we boarded the plane. But there was not enough room to 
turn my wheelchair to get to my seat and we were taken to the seats by the 
door. the seats are quite close to each other so they must be rearranged 
according to needs of disabled people, at least one or two seats must be 
taken away. my husband had to carry me to my seat. We asked the officer 
what they would do if a disabled person came alone and he told us that 
they just carry them holding by their arms and legs. luckily there was my 
husband with me but it was one of the worst times and I felt so disabled. 
You know the discrimination against black people in the Usa, I just felt 
like a black person in turkey. however, I am a citizen as much as anyone 
else and I have the same rights to vote as everyone. I am from ankara just 
like any other person living in ankara. at that point I thought of suing 
turkish airlines but...
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DIscrImInAtIon AgAInst ethnIc, culturAl AnD relIgIous 
mInorItIes

tülin’s metaphor of “the black and white” is unfortunately also true for other 
groups in turkey. ethnic, cultural and religious minorities are suppressed under 
slogans such as “one religion and one nation!” these groups are significant 
targets of the discriminative practices of both the sovereign power and the 
sovereign religious and cultural groups in turkey where so many different ethnic 
groups and religious minorities live together. 

The name ‘Muharrem’ spoils everything 
muharrem Çıtak, was born in 1968 and is an alevi  which is one of the minority 
groups in turkey which want to practice their beliefs freely.  Çıtak is a security 
guard for the hacı Bektaş Veli cultural association. he stated that his religious 
identity was the reason why his application for employment in BotaŞ was 
rejected. Çıtak explains some of the difficulties that he, as an alevi experienced 
in his daily life in turkey:

I could not get a job. I applied to BotaŞ but they did not accept me, 
although I had the appropriate qualities, because my name was muharrem. 
they did not directly tell me that was the reason but a religious friend of 
mine who worked there told me “Your name is muharrem and that spoils 
everything.” for that reason I could not get the job. I am married with 
two children, a boy and a girl. When I could not get that job in BotaŞ, 
I started to work in the cultural association where my wife also works. 
I should say that I did not have any other problems because of my name 
and my alevi identity and neither did my children. I use my birthright to 
the end and I look for my rights. now, I live in dikmen in the south of 
ankara now but before 1980, when I was a child, we used to live in the 
Zafertepe district. my father used to be a stallholder. We were the only 
alevi family among sunnis. there were some problems. three or four 
times, our vehicle from which we sold market goods was burned and its 
windows were broken. now I think in neighbourhood relationships what 
matters is humanity. most of my friends used to be sunnis before. I have 
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never hidden my alevi identity. my wife and children never encountered 
such a problem but in my childhood we were under quite a pressure in the 
neighbourhood. When I was seven or eight I remember my father used to 
answer that brute force in the same way. 

In 2003, when my daughter was in fourth grade her teacher changed in 
the second term. While she was a successful student before, her grades in 
the second term dropped sharply. We then learned that her new teacher 
asked our daughter about our jobs and she told him we work in the hacı 
Bektaş cultural association. there must have appeared a question mark 
in teacher’s mind. When I saw my daughter’s record sheet, I made an 
appointment with the principal and I went to her school. there I saw her 
teacher and asked him the reasons for her low grades and he said that 
she cheated in the maths exam. then I told him that if she had cheated 
in maths exam, she should have failed only in that subject and we should 
have been informed about the cheating. after that I told them my child 
was in fact exposed to discrimination because I worked in hacı Bektaş. 
for some reason, later they remembered this incident as if I asked about 
my daughter’s grades in the subject of religion. however, I asked the 
reasons for the sharp drop in all of her grades. I went there to ask for 
my child’s rights. then they gave me a grade record corrected by hand. 
While her cumulative in the previous record was 3.27, in the new one 
that was corrected by hand, it was 4.00. then I took her from that school 
and enrolled her in another one. she completed her fifth grade in primary 
school. now she is in seventh grade. When one of the assistant directors 
in this school told us that her cumulative score was shown as 3.00 in her 
record sheet, I again objected to this. I learned that the principal in her 
former school was a religious studies teacher. I was almost involved in 
a fistfight with him and he threatened to call the police. When he saw I 
did not step back, he relented and they gave me a new document about 
the correction of the grade and I gave the corrected cumulative score 
to the new school. When the assistant director in the former school saw 
me years later he told me that they dealt with my daughter’s grade in 
religious studies. that was what he especially pointed out. Because my 
child is an alevi the same issue was always pointed out. 
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If turkey is a free republican country, everyone should live in the way 
they like, be it alevis or homosexuals; everyone has his own preference of 
sexual orientation. We are always against discrimination, against alevis, 
sünnis, or Gypsies. If two gays want to marry each other let them do so. 
homosexuality does not develop later, one is born with it. one prefers 
their sexual orientation in that way. Just like money is not matter of 
argument between a husband and a wife, that must be the same situation 
between gay couples. 

“Of course we live separately” 
Keeping in mind the story that Çıtak relates and his attitude towards other 
minorities besides his own group, here is what Yusuf akbulut a member of the 
assyrian community has to say among other things, about the efforts of his 
commander during military service to convert him into Islam and the violence 
against religious minorities in turkey:

I was born in midyat in 1964. I have been working the meryem ana 
church since 1993. I have six children. I am a religious official, I am 
an assyrian. I was appointed to the church in diyarbakır from midyat. 
When I was in midyat I used to conduct religious services in syriac for 
my community. of course, the members of the assyrian community go 
to public schools. now the problems are not so serious as they used to 
be in the past, just some small problems. for instance, a few days ago 
I received a call from the school to say that assyrian children being 
insulted by the teachers who were calling them “christian infidels” I 
went to speak to the teachers they were concerned about the problem but 
they told me that was just not possible. later I learned that it was not 
the teachers but the other students who made fun of them. Because of 
their names, christian children can easily be detected, for example, muşi, 
meryem, teodora, etc. In the past our children could not go to school or 
university but now, one of our children graduated in archaeology, and 
another is studying mine engineering. nevertheless, so far I have never 
seen an assyrian working in public field. assyrians generally earn their 
living by engaging in silverwork or making jewellery. they are usually 
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hardworking people. assyrians are famous for their silverwork. most of 
the assyrians work in and around midyat. of course we live separately 
and hear some bad words that certainly upset us. then you question the 
point of living in this country and many of us left turkey.

Yes, we were exposed to violence, you must have heard about it. What 
can we do, some of us had to endure because we need to work. those 
who do not have to stay here usually go to Istanbul or europe. I do not 
really want to tell what happened to us the other day because I feel as 
if I was advertising the situation. some five or six people came to the 
church the other day. We did not know any of them; they were not from 
the neighbourhood. they want to enter the worship section while they 
were smoking. then our members in the church told them they could not 
smoke in there and added that it was a church, like mosque, the house of 
God.” then one of the strangers started to threaten our members, saying 
things like, “You are infidels. I will cut you into pieces.” I was called and 
when I arrived I told our boys in syriac to call the police and they did 
so. When I got there one of the men had been shouting at the children. I 
told him to stop. then he came towards me and said, “do you remember 
the priest in trabzon?19 I can do the same thing that they did to him. 
I can stay in prison for fifty years for you.” I told him to go away and 
asked why he was acting like that. the man asked me why the Usa was 
treating Iraq like that. I told him I have nothing to do with the Usa and 
I did not want anyone to be hurt. By then my son had called the police. 
While we were arguing he was always putting his hand in his pocket. I did 
not see a gun but he was wearing a jacket. finally they left and as they 
were leaving the police arrived. I told the police that they threatened to 
kill me and the policeman replied by showing the people working in the 
church, saying that there were so many people why couldn’t you all deal 
with just one person and beat him up. Yes, he exactly told us that and 
I argued with him asking whether it was my job to kill, or to worship. 
Instead of following the man who threatened us, the policeman started to 

19 andrea santaro, 60, was shot twice hours after a sunday mass at the santa maria church, which was 
built in the 19th century under ottoman sultan abdulmejid I.

        http://www.assyrianchristians.org/english/Priest_trabzon_5_2_2006.htm last accessed 17/11/2009 
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argue with me. after that I went to the chief constable and the governor 
and told them about the incident without mentioning that policeman’s 
reaction and I asked for protection. they said we should hire our own 
private security guard because they could not deal with everyone. We 
actually have a surveillance system but the power is often cut off. for 
example, a few days ago all of our surveillance cameras were burnt out 
because of low voltage. those men who entered the church that day were 
lucky because all our cameras were all broken otherwise we could have 
recorded everything. We do not take any other measures for security; we 
trust in God. We live and want to live peacefully with our neighbours. You 
can go and ask them we live together peacefully. they all like us. When 
we need something we ask each other for it. the other day one of our 
neighbours asked to borrow some chairs for their wedding and we lend 
them what they needed. our children used to have difficulties when they 
were playing outside. thanks to the municipality, they built a park inside 
the churchyard. our children can now play more comfortably. 

about twenty years ago when I was doing my military service those who 
want to be a sergeant were told to step forward, and I did. But I was told 
that I couldn’t be a sergeant because I was a christian, nevertheless, 
there are assyrians in europe who even have government ministers, for 
example, the swedish education minister. We, for instance, spoke turkish 
better than many of the others in military service but I am christian and 
I am happy with that. our captain was obsessed with converting us to 
Islam because it was a better, cleaner and healthier religion! We are 
not against Islam but we went there to do our military service, not to be 
converted. 

syriac is a very ancient language, probably six or seven thousand years 
old. although it has changed through time and like modern turkish, there 
is a modern day syriac, but it is the language that Jesus spoke. We speak 
in and worship in that same language. It is called the church language. 
arabic, turkish, Kurdish and even english have influenced the language 
we speak. In the past there were many more assyrians in this area; for 
instance, in harran the first university was founded by assyrians. 
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our door is open to everyone. for example, if a hIV positive person is to 

come here we will help them as much as we can. I do not even think it 

is a shame or a sin. When we read the Bible we see that our religion is 

concerned with lower class people. It is a religion that treats people well 

even the women who commit adultery, calls them to repent and tries to 

make them a part of the society. In our community there are one or two 

people who show violence to their wives but it is wrong; neither the man 

not the women can do without each other. 

“We do not expect anything from the state”

the difficulty of being a christian in turkey can be understood more clearly though 

the words of ahmet Güvener, the spiritual leader of the church of diyarbakır. he 

states that christians are exposed to discriminative practices not only by society 

but also by the state itself and adds that they do not expect anything from the 

state, which is supposed to be the judge of social disruption. thus, he, points to 

the hopelessness of the religious minorities [in turkey]. the turkish christians 

state that they are even careful in choosing names for their children because they 

think their children can be discriminated against because of their names. they 

also say that they are upset since they are regarded as strangers because of their 

beliefs and they can only express their feelings by withdrawing from mainstream 

society. Güvener says:

I was born in 1965 and I have always lived in diyarbakır. We moved from 

Bismil fifteen years ago. I was born and grew up in diyarbakır. I finished 

high school. We have a community of about seventy people here. I had an 

education of spiritual counselling for the service of the church. I actually 

think that everyone needs a spiritual counsellor. We improved ourselves 

according to the needs of the society. this also brings us an extra burden 

because people come here and ask for spiritual counselling and this can 

be misunderstood as a missionary activity. If they want we also help other 

people outside in counselling. It does not matter to us whether they are 

armenian, assyrian, Kurdish, or turkish.
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I can understand Kurdish but I cannot speak it. We usually speak in 
turkish. there are some people in the community who speak Kurdish very 
well. they help in translation when necessary. We do not have a language 
problem. 

actually I adopted this religion, originally I was a muslim but in 1991 I 
accepted the religion of Jesus christ. of course, when  I was in high school 
I did not have difficulties because of my religion but my children have 
some problems in their social lives because of their christian identities. 
they can feel that. I am the father of five daughters. one has completed 
high school, one is twelve and in primary school and one is in the third 
grade, the other two have not started school yet. We encounter some 
problems because of their names. the name of my youngest daughter is 
rebeka, her elder is ester, sara is eight and the eldest are sevinç and 
sevgi. these last two are the names that anyone can have today but my 
younger children can have problems later because of their names from 
which it is understood that they are christians. You know, non-muslims 
are called “infidels” and they are insulted. the same is true for our 
children and they get upset. for instance, they say that they are teased 
and called “priest” by their friends. there are such problems at school 
and other children in out community have the same attitude.  

We in fact have no problems with the teachers. You know that our children 
have the right to drop religion classes. however, I make them take the 
classes because they can learn about Islam at school; and we teach them 
our own belief at the church. for me belief must be chosen and adopted 
by free will. I teach my children the same. 

In the past there were many more christians in diyarbakır and there 
were no problems. there are christians I know in some public offices but 
nowadays it is very hard for them to be civil servants. christians cannot 
become policemen/women or soldiers. almost one hundred percent of the 
community are self employed in trade or manufacturing businesses, or 
they work as tailors. however, there are people who went to university and 
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become teachers. there is young member of our church who is a teacher 
now. It is rare but there are people among us who pass the examination 
and go to a university but working in public institutions by passing some 
examinations, especially in security institutions is not possible for us. We 
devise our own solutions. We do not expect anything from the state. 

When you say you are christian you are generally considered as a 
foreigner, e.g. armenian, Jewish, or european but it is not true. these 
people have lived peacefully with muslims. there are frequent rumours; 
once a police chief told me he had heard that I distributed Bibles with 
dollars in them, I replied thus, “You heard it, the person who told you 
that also heard it, and the other person heard it, too!” think about it for 
a second; if of the chief of the police can say these things, it is really the 
weakness of the state. this county has an intelligence service. We are 
already open to everyone, the police can come and talk directly to the 
people, carry out research and see what happens there. there has been an 
abnormally heavy anti-christian propaganda on tV channels in which we 
are shown as extremists.

last week Professor Zekeriya Beyaz20 said in an air of exclamation and 
jihad, it was horrible, that, Greece has bought the shores and Israel has 
bought harran, and they have not left any land for the turks. then the 
governor of Urfa called the tV programme and said, “mister Beyaz, 
not even a small piece of land has been sold, it is just that Israel and 
Koç holding have opened an animal farm.” that means some people 
enjoy lying and vilifying some others but they do not know how far this 
can go. they do not know how the christians are harmed by this. for 
example, the incident in trabzon21 is a result of such behaviours. a few 
days ago, when we were fixing some cracks on our terrace, the friday 
sermon was being given in the mosque opposite and the topic was organ 
donation. the muezzin said that organ donation is allowed but he added 
that organs should not be donated to certain people: to prostitutes, to 

20 Professor of theology

21 see page p.77
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drunkards and to non-muslims! he considers non-muslims on the same 
level with prostitutes and drunkards. If he says that then other people 
can do anything to non-muslims! the friday sermon was not heard only 
by those in the mosque but it is broadcast over the whole neighbourhood. 
98% of the population of turkey is muslim; that is oK, but there are also 
the christians in the remaining of the 2%. We are the regular citizens of 
this country, we have families and relatives; the only difference of us is 
our belief. 

every Wednesday we come together to read Bible. one day we went up to 
the terrace and started to sing hymns. When we were heard in the street, 
children started to throw stones at us. of course they were just children, 
but their behaviour is obviously a result of the messages they receive at 
home or from the media. 

there are also many errors in the education system. consider that [turkey] 
is a secular country but when you look at a school textbook about religion, 
you will see that there is just one page allowed for christianity, and that is 
full of insults claiming that christianity was distorted and the Bible was 
changed. the same is true for Judaism. of course, children read that and 
their families also share the claim. that is why we are hurt. It would be 
better not to include this information and just write about Islam.

We have been passing through a very difficult time. there are emotional 
reactions or efforts to block our way. When an official, let me hide the 
name, said that turkey will never give you a legal status, I replied that 
europe was really putting pressure on turkey in a positive sense. now, 
consider that turkey gives us a legal status because of the pressures of 
europe, but to whom shall we feel gratitude, to europe or turkey? that 
is to say, if the state makes the necessary arrangements according to 
the needs of the society and not because of the pressures of civil society 
associations or europe, it becomes a state that takes care of its citizens. 
If the state makes some changes in order to win the favour of europe, 
it is not a true transformation but if it makes the necessary changes for 
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the well being of its people then it becomes at peace with the society. 
only then the state becomes a real state. We were not given legal status 
were told that we should be an association. But why? We are not an 
association, we are a church. When people hear the word “church”, they 
think of a mysterious building and a tower with a bell and that is all. no, 
it has nothing to do with a church. the church is the community itself. 
What should be taken care of, loved and respected are the people, not the 
buildings. We were told not to write “church” on the church door. how 
can we not? the word “church” scares people. What we expect is this: we 
do not want to be treated in a special way, we want to be treated the way 
the other people are treated since they at least practice their worshipping 
freely. We also want our own buildings in which we can worship freely. 

I saw you came here by taxi. If you had asked the address, you would 
have asked “Where is the church of diyarbakır?” the reply would have 
probably been “Why are you going to the church? there is a mosque over 
there, go there!” once a woman came here and she was sobbing because 
she was told “Why are you going to the church? Go to a mosque.” so 
the church is seen as a place that promotes immoral behaviour. the state 
must change its standard view on this point. laws can change, that is not 
the problem but what really matters is to create hearts that can enact 
the laws. 

missionary activities are attributed with strange meanings. look in a 
dictionary; you will see that a missionary is someone who carries out a 
task under the auspices of a particular belief. a missionary activity is 
about a mission. Unfortunately, the word missionary is usually connoted 
with a person who is an enemy of Islam, works against the state to 
undermine it and spies on behalf of other countries. Quite weirdly all the 
political parties [in turkey] have a very negative attitude towards us. the 
government party now, the Justice and development Party (aKP), is the 
one that has cared for us most so far. since its supporters have generally 
suffered from the same problem they are making some legal revisions and 
we also benefit from them. no other political party has such sensitivity. 
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Winning the favour of all the sections of society and regarding different 
cultural values as richness is like accepting that a garden has different 
owers. 

Within our own community the needs of the previous generations and 
those of the present one are quite different. the young generation 
expresses their own ideas and we try to cope up with this. We know that 
times are changing so accordingly, we try to broaden the horizons of our 
young people. 

In our community there are both well off and poor people but we never 
separate them. the Bible tells us that wealth is poverty and it can cause 
arrogance, the poor must be proud of their own wealth because a poor 
person is closer to God. rich people solve their problems by their own 
power, so they should be aware of their own poverty. they should not 
think that they can solve their own problems. 

I never think of acting in political life but I think if I were the prime 
minister of this country there would be no problems at all. the Kurdish 
people are my brothers and so are the laz or the caucasian; it is a great 
cultural richness. If you accept every person as they are there remains 
no problem. In our church there are assyrian, armenian, turkish and 
Kurdish people. We all live peacefully and there are no clashes between 
us. I am turkmen in origin but I never claim that the turkish are a 
superior race. If you do not humiliate others, you will not be humiliated 
by them. 

Discrimination has affected my daughter’s morale and self-confidence  
İhsan Özbek, the president of the association of the salvation churches, defines 
discrimination as all forms of treatments that may cause some individuals or 
groups to be treated differently from other individuals and groups and to be 
harmed as a consequence of these treatments. he talks about the difficulties of 
living as a christian in turkey:
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discrimination against christians in turkey is part of the facts of daily 
life in turkey. there is discrimination in the political field: in the past, 
according to the policy of the state, the national security council, 
governments, the army and the police the Protestants were always a threat. 
so our religious activities were first treated on the level of terrorism 
and then in the process of adaptation to the european Union, we were 
put under pressure as a group that is allowed to survive without being 
accepted as an interlocutor party. all the anti-missionary propaganda 
held directly or indirectly by the state is just the tip of the iceberg.

there is discrimination in the social field: the missionary activities, which 
must be regarded as a part of the freedom of expression and belief and 
which only means explaining one’s beliefs to others and inviting others 
to share one’s beliefs, which is just an ordinary religious activity, are 
reacted to by almost all of the [turkish] society with animosity under the 
influence of various types of propaganda. on the street housewives spit on 
the faces of missionaries, hooligans put a knife to their throats and call 
the journalists claiming that they have caught a missionary, christians 
are beaten at schools, they lose their jobs, they are kicked out of their 
homes, when they have to renew their identity cards they are illegally 
forced to state their religion and after that they are left at the mercy of 
the judge, employer, or the civil servant. 

christian students do not have to take religious studies classes in primary 
and high schools, they go to the library but this way they are separated and 
the religion is disclosed. at school my daughters experience discrimination 
much more than I do as a church leader. my youngest daughter has been 
exposed to insults and physical assaults from classmates for three years. 
despite the fact that she goes to a private school and the principal has 
the utmost goodwill, the education system labels her as a christian who 
does not take religion classes so it was not possible to hinder the negative 
attitudes of the some of her friends and their families. she is going to 
the sixth grade this year and she will have new teachers and make new 
friends. last year she prepared herself to explain that she is a christian 
because she feared she was going to be assaulted again so she tried to 
spread the information that she belongs to a different religion through 
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her ex classmates in fifth grade. In the summer holiday, one day her 
mother found her crying. When she asked her the reason she mentioned 
the new stressful school period after two months. discrimination spoils 
my daughter’s morale and confidence 

christians encounter many difficulties from renting an apartment to 
finding a job. there are two people in our community who work at a 
university. the administrators claim that they are secularists but when 
they learned that our friends have adopted christianity, problems began. 
they were temporarily sent to a university in another city. there is a 
continuous investigation about them and a few times they were indirectly 
told that their Phd theses would not be accepted. they have to live with 
a continual anxiety.

christians living in turkey are afraid of violence and its consequences. 
that is why they withdrew into their shells. common expressions of the 
minority mood are: “do not say anything, otherwise we will get into 
trouble,” or “the state might misunderstand it,” etc. moreover they live 
with a feeling of despair because their belief is a part of their identity 
and there is very little to be done in order to change the reactions of 
people; they are excluded. the rumours that alevi people have a tradition 
of “blowing out the candle22“ or the Protestants bribe non christians to 
join the religion or arrange marriages between non christian men and 
christian women in order to convert them are widely used by different 
groups. these are hurtful and scandalous. You get excluded and there is 
not much possibility to express one’s feelings. the media is part of the 
violence, they do not listen to you, even if they do, they would not recount 
it. those who believe in you feel sorry but just remain silent because they 
are afraid of the reaction. 

We started our struggle by bringing lawsuits for our rights but we are 
stuck there. We could not take enough steps to inform the public about our 
problems. a few years ago the laws started to allow us to found corporate 

22   In turkish this is a euphemism  for licentious sexual behaviour.  
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bodies. In various cities church associations were founded. nevertheless, 
our nGos must work harder. 

as a consequence of our beliefs it is natural for us to be against 
discrimination. nevertheless, as everyone we grow up under the influence 
of our culture. I also noticed, however rarely, that some of my behaviours 
were discriminative. my attitude against the discrimination that I detect in 
myself is to confess aloud that it is wrong. this is both good for the victim 
and enables me to change my attitude. In daily life, in relationships within 
the same social class, education and supervision is necessary to eliminate 
discrimination. the public must be educated about discrimination and the 
victims must be encouraged to ask for their rights. the laws must be re-
examined in order to be stripped of any of the elements of discrimination. 
the necessary revisions must be made. discrimination and hate crimes 
must be brought to court. 

The painful memory of having my toy horse torn out of my arms
mihail Vasiliadis’ memory of his rocking horse that was taken away between 
his arms and thrown into a dark room is a very shocking and sad story that 
can describe the pain that remains in the memories of those who have been 
exposed to discrimination. Vasiliadis, who was born in Istanbul, is a journalist 
and he a brave man to stay [in turkey] given the oppression of the state and the 
groups belonging to the sovereign power. there is no need to interpret his story. 
Vasiliadis was exposed to the violence of sovereign policies while he was still a 
child because he was of Greek origin. 

I was born in 1939, in tarlabaşı, Istanbul, in an apartment opposite 
the building that is now used as the security directorate. tarlabaşı then 
was a place where mostly Greeks lived. my father was a dentist. he 
had a cerebral haemorrhage about two weeks before I was born and he 
remained bedridden until the day he died in 1957. there were days he felt 
better but he could never be well enough to work. there is a special reason 
for me to give these details because my father’s condition, although he 
was bedridden, did not make him exempt from the wealth tax. there 
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was so much tax levied on us that we could not pay and consequently 
an attachment proceeding was put in process. one of the rooms in our 
apartment was my father’s dental surgery. the officials made this the 
reason for taking the whole apartment as a workplace and everything 
in our apartment was levied. they took my father with his mattress and 
put him on the ground to take away the bed. they took everything in the 
apartment, including that bed, and put them all in a room and sealed its 
door. When they were taking my father from his bed, my mother tried to 
stop them, the officer turned to her and said, “madam, you can thank 
your lucky stars that he is confined to bed, otherwise he would have 
already set off for aşkale23. You are lucky to save him.” I do not want to 
talk a lot about the past events. 

In tarlabaşı, other than the Greeks mostly turks and armenians lived. 
there were not many Jewish they tended to live in and around Balat and 
Kuledibi. my mother learned turkish quite recently. We spoke Greek in 
the house and even the vendors selling vegetables on a horse carriage 
could speak Greek in our neighbourhood. most of them were albanian 
and some were muslim albanians who also spoke Greek pretty well. 

I went to the Greek primary school of aynalıçeşme. now it is almost 
ruined. some my friends and I want to restore the building and put it 
into use again but the General directorate of foundations will not let 
us do that. I finished Zoğrafyan high school in 1957. the school had 
an average of seven hundred students then I attended the business high 
school there and after that I went to the Business college, which is now 
called the faculty of Business and economics. however, there was little 
to learn there because we had already taken many of the classes at high 
school. that is anyone who successfully completed the business courses at 
Zoğrafyan high school had the skills to work as an expert accountant. so 
the combination of not feeling I had more to learn and a bad experience 
resulted in my decision to drop out of school.

23   at that time those who did not pay their taxes could be sent to a work camp in askale, erzurum.
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the bad experience occurred when I was revising one of the instructor’s 
lectures in Greek with female student from Greece, someone behind us 
shouted, “this is not the country of the infidels, do not speak in the 
language of the infidels!” We went to the principal. he was a decent 
man, he told me, “son, you are right,” and I told him, “then, stop these 
people.” he answered, “how can I stop them?” then I flung my student’s 
pass24 on his desk and left the faculty.

after that I started to work as a journalist and also as an accountant 
in a textile factory in Kuruçeşme. I work there until I left Istanbul in 
1975. my boss was a Jewish Greek citizen and he used to speak in Greek. 
I went to Greece in 1975. at that time Peyami safa was writing in 
milliyet.25 he was so harsh against Greeks in his articles, he was using 
some agitating sentences such as “Go away!” “they should be strangled 
to death”. I started write answers to Peyami safa’s articles and this 
drew the attention of some minority newspapers and I had invitations 
from them to write articles. then I started writing for a newspaper called 
embros. I was the editor-in-chief of this weekly newspaper published by 
a group of Greek intellectuals. In 1964 I was sued for creating Greek 
propaganda to impair the national unity and with the report that sulhi 
dönmezer26  gave for me I was charged with breaking the rules in articles 
141, 142 and 163 of the turkish Penal code. my entire fault was writing 
that a particular person was a real Greek. Using the word “Greek” was 
considered to be separatism. the court case went on for ten years and I 
was acquitted three times in that period. my first two acquittals were 
quashed on codes of practice but the third acquittal was approved and the 
suit was over. the owner of the newspaper was also sued but he chose to 
escape to Greece. he played the hero there so he gained credit by anti-
turkish propaganda and had a good life. 

that is to say those who sued him did a favour for him. I was also expected 
to go away but I just could not assume such an attitude because I did not 

24 a slang expression for a student identity card. 

25 a national newspaper in turkey.

26 sulhi dönmezer was an academic in the law faculty of Istanbul University in 1964.
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find it an honourable way to behave, I waited till the litigation was over. 
I could not find any lawyer to deal with my case. the Greek lawyers 
were scared and the turkish lawyers were not interested in my case, so 
I defended myself. When I was summoned to the first session, a lawyer 
agreed to defend me but on the day of trial he did not come. much later 
he apologized to me and said he had been threatened. maybe it was right 
maybe wrong, I do not know. none of the turkish lawyers was interested 
then but it would not be like that today. 

for me hiding one’s identity is dishonourable so I have never hidden my 
identity. however, it caused me much trouble. In those years there was 
a place called ’telli Baba‘ and we, young people used to go there to talk. 
once when I was there with a turkish girlfriend the police came and took 
us to the police station. after seeing my identity card they understood I 
was Greek and it cost me 500 liras. at that time the salary of an army 
colonel was 400 liras.  

one of the relatives of my friend was a member of the parliament and 
she had an army officer relative, too. her father was born and grew up in 
france and she belonged to a prestigious family. the policemen insulted 
her saying that a turkish girl could not meet with a Greek man but 
because of her family connections and because they found my 500 liras 
fee satisfactory enough they did not take any legal action against us. that 
day I stepped back for the first and last time in my life. If she had not been 
there I would have sued them. there are, of course, different problems 
that I heard from others. for example, I heard about the discriminative 
practices many of my friends experienced in trying to get a bank loan. 
It was the late 60s and early 70s, a person, who once worked in the 
government, let me not give a name, was in charge of these bank loans. 
In those years business people who want to get investment credit were 
able to ask for a loan from banks, particularly from the industry bank, 
by preparing a feasibility report for their project. But the bank directors 
used to take the reports particularly those prepared by Jewish and Greek 
entrepreneurs and give the reports to other businessmen who they knew, 
then the reports were copied and the credit was given to the friends of 
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the bank officials. the original reports were returned to their owners and 
rejected their credit applications for the reasons such as, missing stamps 
or signatures, etc. 

In our neighbourhood I had very close turkish friends in my childhood. 
We had a 16 piece draughts set and the unconquerable armada; dino, 
mıgır, ali, Bülent and I. ali’s father was a caretaker, he was so smart. 
I also wrote this story in the Beyoğlu newspaper. the children of the 
neighbourhood used to get on very well. at the easter we would go to 
the church. following the candles ceremony as a commemoration of the 
resurrection of Jesus christ and it was considered to be good luck to 
carry the candles home without them blowing out and light our oil-lamps 
at home. When we left the church, some turkish children around used to 
come and try to blow out our candles, however, the turkish children of 
our neighbourhood used to help us keep the flame alive. But those same 
turkish friends of ours used to try to blow out the candles of the children 
in other neighbourhoods!

If ali gets to know mihail as mihail and mihail gets to know ali as ali 
there will not be any problems between them but if ali is recognized as 
Greek, his behaviour towards him changes. there is striking example of 
this: during the events of september 6 and 7 195527. When the mob 
arrived at our apartment building to destroy everything, ahmet our 
caretaker he took a turkish flag and stood in front of the building and 
closed the main door behind and discarded the mob by telling them “there 
are no infidels in this building, everyone is turkish in here.” however, 
except from ms Bilge on the second floor we were all non-muslims. after 
the hooligans left, he put the flag and took an axe and went to destroy the 
Greek buildings and shops on the street because they were just Greeks for 
ahmet. he did not know them, but we were mihail, madam mari, and 
madam Katina for him. 

27 on 6th and 7th september 1955 there were serious attacks on the Greek population and their property in 
İstanbul.
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When I was about three years old officers came to our apartment for the 
sequestration of our goods. they were putting our household goods to 
the room that my father had used as his clinic. after they finished their 
job they would seal the room. In that room was my toy horse. there was 
porter with the officer. When they finished their job and closed the door, 
the porter opened the door again and let me take my horse and leave. I 
was holding my toy horse, which was bigger than me, tightly between my 
arms. suddenly the officer came and pulled away my toy horse from me. 
he opened the door and threw it into the room and told the porter, “seal 
it!” his silhouette is still in my mind. the poor porter was surprised, his 
eyes were filled with tears and I turned to the officer and threw such a 
look at him, he had to turn away and went into another room to keep on 
doing his job. there is a complete contradiction between the behaviour of 
these two people. While that uneducated porter felt sorry for the child, 
the educated officer saw a Greek there, or a Greek child at most, but 
not a child. so discrimination is a motivated situation. What I mean is 
that generalizations like; americans are stupid, russians are smart, or 
the turkish are racist, are wrong. such nationalist and racist feelings 
are not inherent to human beings. they are learned afterwards. so the 
owners of these behaviours should not be considered as responsible for 
the behaviour, but those who taught and led them to behave in that way 
should be blamed. this is an education to create a nation; “happy is the 
one who says I am a turk”, so, should a chinese or a russian be unhappy? 
think about Peyami safa, for instance. he writes terrible things about 
the Greeks, he presents them as treacherous people or brothel owners 
however, in his memoir he write, “We had a doctor, mr. Petrus. once my 
mother got very sick and he came from a very far place on foot and saved 
my mother’s life.” If that Greek doctor saved your mother’s life, why are 
you slandering Greeks in your writing? these are all the products of the 
efforts of creating a single religion, language, and nation.

the most important event that changed my life is related to discrimination. 
I had to break up with a turkish girl whom I loved very much. Both she 
and I were heavily pressured and I had to leave turkey for Greece. then, 
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I, who was considered as a Greek in Istanbul, was considered as a turk 
by some groups in Greece. I published a newspaper there and wrote in 
the way I did in turkey. In my articles I wrote about the meaningless 
clash between turkey and Greece, which is of no use for the two nations, 
and about the turkish minority in Western thrace, must not be exposed 
to oppression because I, who had lived as a member of a minority, knew 
what oppression was. those who were annoyed by these articles insulted 
me in their writings. 

on september 6 and 7 in 1955 thousands of people were on streets ready 
to destroy not only Greek property but also Greek people. on september 
6 and 7 in 2005, there were only twenty people to distribute leaflets 
advertising a photograph exhibition of the 1955 assaults on the Greek 
community. If you ask whether there is discrimination today, I will say, 
“of course there is.” In the past there was not any discrimination between 
people who knew each other and who had a relationship in any field of 
life, and neither is there today but we are exposed to discrimination as 
a community. the foundation properties confiscated in the past have not 
been returned to the community. our foundations are described as foreign 
foundations. We objected to this description and now the expression 
“foreign foundations” is no longer used. however, the attitude is the 
same, the only difference is that it is sneakier now. as far as I understand 
the aim is to disband minority foundations by the time turkey joins the 
european Union, so that turkey will not to be obliged to recognize the 
minority rights in the eU legal acquits.

I said at the very beginning, I do not want to talk a lot about past events 
because there is not end. I would like to leave everything behind but I 
cannot shake the memory of my toy horse torn out of my arms. I cannot 
forget that.

Those with a magic halo”: both visible and invisible.
the practice and the enactment of discrimination is caused by an attitude of 
regarding a whole group of people having the same archetypical characteristics 
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with each individual member of the group and the separation of this group from 
the rest of society by naming it in way that the group itself would not approve. 
the group is usually named after some negative metaphors or some traumatic 
historical events in the collective subconscious of the society. 
discrimination against covered women is practiced in similar ways. the women 
who explain that to cover their heads is required by their religious duties are 
answered with a reinterpretation of their own religious beliefs and told that 
they cover their heads for particular political reasons and they use headscarf 
as a symbol of a political view that threatens the majority. the expression of 
“turban” is deliberately used instead of  “headscarf” and thus covered women 
are separated from the women wearing headscarves and they are made a target 
of prejudices prejudicial treatment

“It is insistently argued that turban is different from the traditional headscarf to 
manipulate the society into thinking that covered women serve a special political, 
or even a secret aim. this point of view has been summarized as that the women 
not only wear a headscarf but they wear it in a particular style, e.g. in a special 
way of tying or pinning because their real aim is to represent the religious 
movement that they are associated with. trying to infer a special meaning even 
from the way women cover their heads is something that a covered university 
student would never think about. this is a very clear example of scaremongering 
policies created by the system.

hidayet Şefkatli tuksal, theologist and writer, is described as an Islamic feminist 
both by conservatives and liberals. she says, “Perhaps we will see the day when 
those women question about the painful days beginning from their husbands and 
the political parties they support.” tuksal graduated from the theology faculty 
of ankara University. she gained her Phd degree in the school of hadith and 
with her thesis “the effects of Patriarchal tradition on the rumoured stories 
against Women”. the thesis aroused some bitter reactions from religious people 
and theologists. tuksal is continuing her studies on Islam and issues relating to 
women, she has been the director and an active member of the Women’s Platform 
of the capital city association. she tells the story of how she decided to cover 
her head: 
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When I finished high school I had more time to think and read by chance I 
found a book by  Şule Yüksel Şenler who is a covered women. In the book 
there were the “salvation” stories of some non-muslim women who later 
converted to Islam and I was really impressed by their stories. then I 
thought “I am a muslim by birth and I practice my religion and pray five 
times a days. I am supposed to be religious but look at those women and 
their enthusiasm and self-sacrifice! I do not take my religion as seriously 
as them. shame on me!” then I decided to cover my head as a first step 
of becoming a better and a more serious muslim. 

tuksal comments that covered women are considered to be ghosts who sometimes 
become visible and sometimes invisible. she says, 

“When you look for an answer to questions like ‘what do these ghosts 
eat and drink? Where do they live? What do they look like? most 
importantly, how can they manage to become invisible? You will see 
that they live their lives just the way everyone else does. Yet once they 
put on those magical halo that is called a ‘turban’ they immediately 
become both quite visible and invisible. In both ways covered women 
are turned into ‘anonymous’ characters about which everyone knows 
everything. so when you talk about them, try to change them, kick 
them out of somewhere or become ashamed of them, you act as if you 
talk about, try to change, kick out or become ashamed of some figures 
pictured on a piece of paper, and not individual women who have their 
own miseries and joys, thus you can treat them cruelly by assuming a 
surrealist insensitivity.” 

tuksal states that this perception makes the enactment of turban 
prohibition and its internalization easier, so millions of women are 
suffering from the prohibition and they become invisible. 

In research called the covered truth of turkey and carried out by the caspian 
education, culture, and solidarity association it was found that the women who 
are forced to uncover their heads are deeply affected by this. 78% of them stated 
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that their personality was impaired and 68% of them said that they felt insulted. 

many women prefer to be unemployed than to uncover their heads. It can be 

said that the covered women feel the worst effects of the discrimination against 

them in the field of education. tuksal states that with the strict prohibition of 

turban in universities, some of the young covered women had to drop school, 

some had to uncover their heads feeling traumatized, and others had to continue 

their education wearing wigs. she believes that they should not remain silent for 

the discrimination against covered women and adds that 

“even if covered women could continue their lives uncovering their 

heads , they are still the victims. they should petition the local human 

rights organizations or the Prime ministry human rights committee 

against the prohibition of turban so that the number of them can be 

detected more accurately.”

tuksal states that one of the most important reasons for the fact that the 

troubles caused by the prohibition of turban did not attract much attention in 

the international arena is that women are forced to cover their heads in some 

countries that are governed by so-called Islamic regimes. according to tuksal 

another reason for the fact the prohibition of turban was that the public partly 

supported the claim that this prohibition actually helps the freedom of women. 

she says

“When the reason for discrimination becomes is a piece of cloth, 

turban, it is considered to be something trivial because it can easily be 

taken on and off unlike discriminations based on the inherent features 

of human beings such as skin colour or race. It is considered that the 

discrimination can be eliminated with the elimination of the turban, 

which is an interesting illusion. many people, including some defenders 

of human rights, do not take the consequences of this prohibition 

seriously enough. they believe that women had better stop the drama by 

just taking off their headscarves.”
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In turkey covered women had the worst days of their lives after the coup in 
28 may 1997. Women were prohibited from covering their heads in all 
educational institutions, including those giving religious education. moreover 
many women working in public institutions who continued to cover their heads 
were dismissed from the civil service. an official from the education ministry 
unofficially declared the number as about five thousand however, despite the 
insistent petitions of the association of the capital city Women’s Platform, the 
actual number of the women who lost their jobs in that period was not confirmed. 
Because of the increasing pressures in that period many women working in the 
private sector were also dismissed from work or moved to a different position 
where they could not be easily seen. In all cases the covered women were exposed 
to unfair treatment. 

as a result of the efforts of the capital city Women’s Platform, akder (Women’s 
rights association against discrimination), and cedaW executive committee in 
turkey who informed the Un cedaW committee about this dramatic prohibition 
of the turban, the committee focussed on this prohibition in its recommendations 
to turkey and demanded a report form the turkish government on the conditions 
and numbers who were excluded from their employment or education facility 
because of this prohibition. nevertheless, no efforts on the point have been seen 
from the turkish government for five years. 

Is betrayal in the genes of Çerkes Ethem28? 
cumhur Bal, who is the general coordinator of the federation of the caucasian 
associations29, which consists of fifty-six associations, articulates a feeling that 
most of us are familiar with. the case of the caucasian, Çerkes ethem, which 
was quite frequently mentioned and always besmirched in the [turkish] history 
textbooks, created a negative attitude towards citizens of caucasian origin. 

28 Çerkes ethem (1886-1948) a turkish militia leader of circassian origin who initially gained fame for 
fighting against the allied powers invading anatolia in the aftermath of the World War I and afterwards 
during the turkish War of Independence. he was instrumental in putting down various rebellions against 
the authority of the Grand national assembly of turkey. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/cerkes_ethem last 
accessed 18/11/2009

29 Website in turkish http://www.kafkasfederasyonu.org/  last accessed 17/11/2009
 for further information in english see also caucasian centre for strategic studies:  http://www.kafsam.

org/indexe.php last accessed 17/11/2009
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ethem’s bad reputation, he was called “the traitor” by the historians of the 
turkish republic, was attributed to the whole caucasian society and as a result 
they needed to hide their identities, this had had irreversible psychological effects 
on caucasian children, and most importantly they lost their enthusiasm to live  
within their own culture. later Bal elaborates on the case of cerkes ethem. 
first here are the views of Bal, himself  a caucasian, concerning the problems of 
caucasians and the discrimination they face: 

the caucasus region contains many different ethnic structures, such as 
northern caucasians, southern caucasians, or transcaucasians as the 
europeans say, armenians, azerbaijanis, Georgians, sassanians, the 
turkish, and russians. actually there are more than forty different ethnic 
groups in the caucasus. We call ourselves caucasian in turkey but the 
notion of caucasian is actually a subject of discussion; it is the name is 
given to us by others. some only use this name only for the adyghe, and 
others for the adyghe, abkhaz and Ubyhk, the Western caucasians. In 
turkey we use the name for the autonomous adyghe, abkhaz, daghistan 
and chechen societies who are indigenous to the caucasus.

many people from different nations in the caucasus live in turkey. If 
we consider the caucasian society as the inhabitants of the autonomous 
nations who came to turkey after their exile in 1864, we should talk about 
a population of over six million. this is the finding of Professor Kemal 
Karpat30  who has engaged in the most detailed research on this issue. 
he says that there must have been about eight million caucasians but for 
reasons like assimilation the number dropped to 6 million. 4.5 million 
were adyghe or Western caucasians. 500 to 800 thousand are abkhazian. 
there are about 50 thousand assetins, ossetians and chechens. there 
also 50 to 100 thousand from daghistan. these people are all called 
caucasian. after dissolution of the soviet Union in 1990, the different 
ethnic structures there became clearer and were also accepted by turkey 
as they are and they identified themselves with their nations. for instance, 
before 1980 the Karachays, assetins, and sassanis identified themselves 

30 Professor, emeritus, department of history, University Wisconsin, madison, Usa.
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as caucasian and they even took places in the administrative board of the 
caucasian associations. Yet when the Karachay republic was founded 
and they found that they were also of turkish origin and because of their 
relatively large population, some of them preferred to be called Karachay. 
as a result some other specific groups appeared such as the caucasian 
chechen association or caucasian abkhaz association but once they had 
belonged to northern caucasian or the caucasian culture associations. 

We did not pay much attention to discrimination but we think that it should 
not be practiced in turkey. We do not expect a positive discrimination 
or a different treatment but we want to have the same rights as the 
majority [in turkey]. If we are unable to enjoy our rights or if we are 
disadvantaged we think that there should be a positive discrimination for 
us. If the disadvantaged groups have been discriminated against for tens 
or hundreds of years, their disadvantages can only be eliminated with a 
positive discrimination. 

caucasians have been living in turkey for a hundred and fifty years. It is 
only because they are caucasian that they could not enjoy the same rights 
as the majority of the population. our association is the oldest institution 
on the street. so we wanted the street to be named caucasus street. We 
did not officially demand that but it should have been our name given to 
the street and the caucasian representative in the municipal assembly 
made this request. But now plates are distorted and new words have been 
created, for example, the name on the plate, Kafkas (caucasian), by 
changing a letter has been turned into Kazfkaz (‘kaz’ means ‘goose’ when 
translated from turkish into english). the municipality workers xed that 
but I think they still have some objections. If the name of my street where 
I have been living for twenty years is going to be changed they should ask 
me first and if the name is objected just because the word of ‘caucasian’ 
then all the street names must be rejected because all of them are named 
after something for example. Benazir Bhutto street or cinnah avenue in 
ankara.
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In Turkey, the Caucasian identity could not acknowledged until now and 
this is partly because of the Çerkes Ethem event, Nowadays there are 
so many books on Cerkes Ethem, one of the most significant of them is 
written by Cevat Kutay  ( source?) . Çerkes Ethem can be considered to be 
a traitor or a hero, both are possible. Yet he was Mr. Ethem until 1922 
but then in front of his name first ‘Cerkes’ and then ‘traitor’  thus he 
became the ‘ Caucasian traitor ‘so all the Caucasian people were accused. 

People of my age and older all witnessed examples of this ethnic slur. Here is the 
experience of Ms Gülçiçek, now a retired teacher, when she was a student in Van 
teacher training school:

one day our history teacher came to class and said, ‘today our subject is 
the treachery of the caucasians in the War of Independence!’ But there 
was no such topic in the textbook with such a title. for the teacher the 
subject was not cerkes ethem but the ‘treachery of the caucasians!’ 
of course as soon as the teacher said those words, all of the forty or 
fifty of our classmates involuntarily turned to and looked at us, the two 
caucasian girls and we blushed. 

I also have witnessed such examples and told them all in ms Gülçiçek’s 
book. It is first of all a great psychological burden. my grandfather 
used to say, ‘son, do not say that you are circassian and do not speak 
in circassian at school.’ on hearing this I used to think that being a 
circassian is something really bad. When I asked for the reason, my 
grandfather used to say, ‘do not ask, you just do not say that you are 
caucasian.’ When I was in high school, everyone was aware of my origin 
because they knew that I was from a caucasian village. at the beginning 
of every school term I used to check my history textbook to see the cerkes 
ethem event was included. If not, I felt relaxed. But when the subject 
was the cerkes ethem event in class, I used to hate to go to school that 
day. I knew that many circassian students did not go to school when 
the subject in history class was cerkes ethem event and those who went 
felt so stressed about that. even if you are accused in a court, you have 
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the right to defend yourself and there are judges and lawyers. But there 
were no such conditions at school; you cannot defend yourselves. You feel 
as if you are convicted with cerkes ethem. those who lived far enough 
where others cannot understand that their villages are caucasian villages 
strictly hid their origin and never disclosed it. We were assimilated for 
eighty years because of cerkes ethem. But today academicians like cevat 
Kutay say that if cerkes ethem had not been there, there would have been 
no Independence War. But it does not help us anymore. We lost so much. 
how can they be compensated?

I am not sure about the situation today but in the past there might have 
been practices against accepting or promoting caucasians to important 
official positions. We believe that this was the case especially in the 
period of the single party regime. even today we see that the official 
ideology has not yet given up an attitude of not giving a higher position 
to the caucasians because of their ethnic origins. It is rumoured that 
half of the mİt (national Intelligence organization) staff is circassian 
but when we research the situation we see that no circassian is given a 
high position because of their ethnic identity. they manage to have an 
important position as a result of their own efforts and background and 
they strive for their post by working two or three times harder than the 
others and also they deserve their position because they are usually more 
diligent, more honest and more productive than the average person. 

We already well know that caucasians did not come to important 
positions because of their ethnic identities. You become obliged to accept 
the turkish identity that is you will say, ‘I am turkish’. But we have our 
own differences; we speak a different language. If you are aware that you 
are circassian but you do not say it out loud, you are an acceptable citizen 
for the system. But I still have the belief that if you consciously speak 
circassian language and live its culture, it becomes a sufficient reason for 
you to be rejected from important positions even if you are very talented. 

With the foundation of the [turkish] republic the slogan of a single 
language, single religion and single nation lead to the denial of caucasian 
identity. the existence of the caucasians was accepted but it was claimed 
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that they were in fact, turkish. so to avoid facing problems we should 
say we are turkish. But we are not turkish, we are not arabic, we are 
not russian, we are caucasian and we live in forty different countries in 
the world. 

It was claimed that one cannot write in caucasian because it has no 
alphabet. Yet we saw that there are seven million books written in the 
caucasian language. so even the caucasians who describe themselves 
as turkish nationalists understood that it was wrong and they started to 
describe themselves as citizens of the turkish republic and of caucasian 
origin. We sent a group of twenty students to Barkop and another group 
to abkhazia. We have youth camps and we give scholarships to university 
students. our federation belongs to World caucasus Union and we work 
together to supply scholarships to students. In archaeological excavations 
it was found out that the caucasian language and culture was in fact 
older than it was supposed to be. then it is a horrible thing! We cannot be 
arabic in Jordan, turkish in turkey or russian in russia. We speak the 
same language so we are something. We are caucasian. 

as I said before, we send our children to the caucasus region to learn the 
language and see our culture. the state follows such events closely and 
there are people who had problems because of that and the turkish state 
is still taking it very seriously. nevertheless, turkey cannot yet interpret 
some issues and make them clear. We only say that every caucasian has 
the right to go to the caucasus region  and we demand this right. We can 
never give up our turkish citizenship. our ancestors fought in Çanakkale 
and Independence Wars together with the turkish people. as atatürk 
said in the commencement of the second parliament, the caucasians who 
know the meaning of losing a country very well fought to death in the 
Independence War. We have no problems with being from turkey but we 
are disturbed by discriminative practices. We have the right to complain 
because we are from here.

We declared for ourselves that the next years will be ‘the Year that 
the caucasians Introduce themselves’. We see that other civil society 
organizations and ethnic groups do not know who we are, the rightist 
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nationalist groups consider us as a leftist group and the leftist civil 
society organizations do not know about caucasian. they think we 
are azerbaijanis and nationalistic. this misinformation has occurred 
in a very interesting way. over the last four or five years many groups 
of all political opinion who saw that we are in an important position. 
for example, the human rights association and mazlum-der are such 
groups. this, to be honest, is for the sake of the requirements for the 
packages of harmonization process with the european Union and the law 
of associations issued in 2002. 

In turkey not only the caucasians but many other groups are discriminated 
against, for example, homosexuals. homosexuality is not a decision of 
people made by the  toss of a coin and it does not matter even if it was 
chosen that way. this in the end is a preference of some people. I am 
strongly against the discrimination of those people. I feel upset for them 
because nothing is done to prevent the discrimination against them that 
is violently practiced by the state, society and the neighbours of those 
people. It is not possible to say that we are human beings unless we 
eliminate the discrimination against homosexuals and others. 

according to our traditions we try to protect those who are discriminated 
against, whether in a village, in a city, or in an office. We have a high 
sensitivity against discrimination. Perhaps this is a result of the nature 
of caucasian with its cold climate and high altitude. last week in 
a conference it was said that the people who live in high altitudes are 
usually a little rebellious.

In turkey caucasians is a minority group in a sociological sense. the 
sociological description is very clear; if you have different culture and 
language from the majority you belong to the minority even if you do 
not refer to yourselves like that. Yet, we are not the minority in the legal 
sense. that is the result of some conventions. nevertheless we do not 
want to be the minority. We do not want to be ahead or behind of others. 
We want to be given conditions in which everything can be shared and 
experienced on equal, free and just terms in turkey.
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ngo’s contrIButIons to the struggle AgAInst DIscrImInAtIon

there are various organizations in turkey that are working towards overcoming 
discrimination and prejudice, this section outlines some of the work that is being 
undertaken.

civil society Development centre Association
It carried out four-day training programmes on the struggle against discrimination 
in eskişehir, denizli, adana, and diyarbakır. the curriculum included the 
prohibition of discrimination in the context of international human rights laws, the 
role of the non-governmental organizations in the struggle against discrimination 
and the basic principles of the internalization of social gender from the process of 
programme preparation to its practice. 

meDİZ- women’s media watch group (www.mediz.org)
mediz31, which is coordinated by filmmor Women’s cooperative, has been 
watching the sexism in media and working for the elimination of sexism in media 
through its efforts since 2006. In 2008 mediz held out a campaign called ‘stop 
the sexism in media’ and had the slogans “the ‘beautiful’ women on the back 
page of media”, “the ‘victim’ in daytime tV programmes or the ‘self-sacrificing 
mother’ in murder stories”, “good girl or the bad woman”, “the headscarf or 
the gonfalonier32 in political arena” and “we are fed up with working in the 
kitchen and becoming invisible”. the group watched the national media for two 
weeks for the study of “the research of the Women’s representation in media”. 
the results of the media watch and the sexism in media was discussed in the 
conference called “for a non-sexist media”. the content of the campaign with 
its explanations, bulletins, visual materials and the whole research was made into 
a book under the name, Stop the Sexism in Media.

31 the organizations supporting the mediz Project are; adana Women lawyers Initiation, amargi, 
feminists of ankara, avcılar the cooperative of Women Working at home, turkish coordination of 
european Women’s lobby (aKl-tK), denizli Women’s Platform, feminist environment of Women, 
filmmor Women’s cooperative, İris equality and survey Group, Istanbul Women lawyers Initiation, 
Izmir Women’s solidarity association, İzmir Women lawyers Initiation, Kadav – new step site, Ka-
der, Women’s solidarity association, human rights of the Woman – association of new solutions, the 
association of the solidarity with Women, Kamer, Kırk Örük cooperation of the struggle against the 
Violence against Women, Purple roof, Pazartesi Journal, soGeP, Van Women’s association,  Yaşam 
Women, environment, culture and management cooperative. 

32 standard bearer
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Alevi cultural Associations (AkD) and Alevi Institute
the alevi cultural associations (aKd) and alevi Institute in joint partnership 
with the department of sociology middle east technical University (metU) and 
hacı Bektaş Veli anatolian cultural foundation (hBVaKV) embarked on the 
project “the movement for the struggle against discrimination and freedom”. 
the project aims to encourage the non-Governmental organizations and other 
associations dealing with similar issues to struggle against discrimination and 
for freedom, to defend human rights and them and to gather information and 
scientific and material evidence about the discrimination against alevi people. 

International hrant Dink Foundation
the foundation is undertaking a project called “Watching hatred discourse 
in media” that aims to regularly watch and document the content of national 
newspapers and to start a discussion on the content of hatred discourse in turkey 
and the ways of its elimination. 

mazlumder
In 2008 mazlumder issued two important reports including interviews on the 
issue of discrimination based on race, ethnicity and religion and these reports are 
in the process of being published as a book. 

Istanbul Bilgi university human rights law research centre
this centre embarked on a project called “combating discrimination in turkey 
through documenting and reporting” in 2009. the project aims to support 
the mechanisms that struggle against discrimination and the elimination of 
the ongoing discriminative practices. to achieve this aim it will try support 
the efforts of nGos that fight “against discrimination on grounds of race or 
ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability and sexual orientation”.33 the project 
targets, among others, the representatives of nGo’s and other associations 
that have similar tasks, activists, union representatives and lawyers. there is a 
mapping exercise in the project and “the purpose of the mapping exercise was 
to identify key nGos, civic initiatives and trade unions actively working in the 
fight against discrimination on grounds of race or ethnic origin, religion or belief, 
disability and sexual orientation”34. this research will create a profile of the 
institutions mentioned above and define their specialisms, their needs and their 

33  http://insanhaklarimerkezi.bilgi.edu.tr/pages/announces

34  ibid
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difficulties in the struggle against discrimination. the study also will report on 
these institutions’ need for research training in relation to the documentation and 
reporting of the discriminative practices.

human rights Joint Platform (İhoP)
İhoP was founded in 2005 and consists of human rights association, helsinki 
citizens assembly, mazlumder and amnesty International turkey office. İhoP, 
which carries out its studies in several dimensions, after working together with 
the experts in turkey, prepared a bill entitled “struggle against discrimination” 
minority rights Group with the support of minority rights Group and presented 
it to the non-Governmental organizations. the bill was presented to the 
turkish Parliament in october 2009. İhoP also watches international human 
rights mechanisms and provided a turkish translation of the report of turkey 
presented to the committee on the elimination of racial discrimination and thus 
made it possible for the report to be read by a larger audience in turkey. raul 
Wallenberg started a project entitled “equality Policies of local Governments 
and the struggle against discrimination” with the support of the human rights 
and humanitarian law Institute and the first enactment was made with the 
staff of Çanakkale municipality, Bursa Büyükşehir municipality, and nilüfer 
municipality in July 2009. 

İhoP continues the “mapping” of the discriminative practices and dynamics in 
turkey. the first phase of the project will take 18 months and it has the following 
co-supportive aims:

-	 to disclose any discriminative practices on the basis of ethnic identity, religious 
origin, language, sexual orientation and physical or mental disability that one 
can be exposed to in any field of life, in daily life or in institutional or legal 
frames,

-	 to raise a social awareness of local or international discriminative practices 
and support the efforts of larger sections of the society to transform themselves 
by gaining a higher sensitivity,

-	 to develop the diagnosis and treatment abilities of nGo’s in their struggle 
against discrimination.

as result of this study carried out by the local offices of the İhoP founding 
associations, there will be micro and macro maps and their strategies of the 
struggles against discrimination will be developed.
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DeveloPments In the FormAl ArenA In the struggle AgAInst 
DIscrImInAtIon

Between the first and the second editions of this book, even if there is not any 
formal acceptance of discrimination in turkey, some steps were taken.

tBmm (turkish grand Assembly) the committee on equal opportunities for 
women and men35

the law of the committee on equal opportunities for Women and men no.5840 
was issued and published in the official Journal on 24 march 2009. Its main 
aims are the protection and the development of Women’s rights watching 
national and international developments on this issue and informing tBmm 
about them, evaluating both direct and indirect tasks give to them and give 
specialty commissions advices on the draft laws, law proposals, and decree laws.

after the enactment of the law, at the first meeting was held in 9 april 2009, 
Güldal akşit was chosen as the President of the commission. 

the committee on equal opportunities for Women and men is charged with the 
examination of the complaints about the violation of the equality of women and 
men and about gender-based discriminations and it can carry such to further 
places if it is found necessary. People can petition this commission with their 
complaints.

un convention on the rights of Persons with Disabilities
“the convention on the rights of Persons with disabilities and its optional 
Protocol was adopted on 13 december 2006 at the United nations headquarters 
in new York, and was opened for signature on 30 march 2007”36 and signed 
by turkey and other 80 countries. It was approved by turkish Grand assembly 
(law no: 5852) and published in the official Journal on 18 december2008 no: 
27084. In 28 september 2009 turkey became an official party of the convention 
by informing the Un mechanism of its approval. “states Parties undertake to 

35  kefek@tbmm.gov.tr

36  http://www.un.org/disabilities
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ensure and promote the full realization of all human rights and fundamental 
freedoms for all persons with disabilities without discrimination of any kind on 
the basis of disability.”37 

conclusion
discrimination, which is one of the most important reasons for the hindrance 
of a full enjoyment of human rights and freedoms on an individual or group 
level, is prohibited by international human rights conventions. discrimination is 
described as any kind of segregation, exclusion, restriction, or preference which 
has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the principle that all rights 
and freedoms are to be ensured and enjoyed equally and are enjoyed equally by all 
individuals without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, 
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or 
other status. 38 

International covenants against discrimination have the purpose of the elimination 
of their being treated differently from the rest of the society on the basis of 
their religion, belief, culture, race, ethnic origin, language, physical appearance, 
age, sexual orientation, other qualities. states have a very significant role in 
the struggle against discrimination. they have the duty to protect individuals 
against discrimination, to take precautions to eliminate discrimination, and 
to take necessary steps against the individuals and institutions that practice 
discrimination. Besides this, it is also charged with the duty to make necessary 
legal arrangements to enable individuals to enjoy their legal rights entitled to 
them, to create the convenient conditions for the enjoyment of those rights, and 
to establish not only a legal, but also genuine equality between people.

the appendix contains the original articles pertaining to the prohibition of 
discrimination.

37 ibid

38 United nations human rights committee, General Interpretation number 18: Prohibition of 
discrimination.
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Appendix one
united nations (un) universal Declaration of human rights (uDhr)
article 2:
everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this declaration, 
without distinction of any kind, such as race, colour, sex, language, religion, 
political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other 
status. furthermore, no distinction shall be made on the basis of the political, 
jurisdictional or international status of the country or territory to which a person 
belongs, whether it be independent, trust, non-self-governing or under any other 
limitation of sovereignty.

International covenant on civil and Political rights39

article 2.1:
each state Party to the present covenant undertakes to respect and to ensure 
to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights 
recognized in the present covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as 
race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social 
origin, property, birth or other status.

International covenant on economic, social and cultural rights40

article 2:
each state Party to the present covenant undertakes to take steps, individually 
and through international assistance and co-operation, especially economic and 
technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving 
progressively the full realization of the rights recognized in the present covenant 
by all appropriate means, including particularly the adoption of legislative 
measures.

article 3:
the states Parties to the present covenant undertake to ensure the equal right of 
men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural rights set 
forth in the present covenant. 

39 turkey adopted this covenant by law 4868, published in the official Journal no: 25142, 18 June 2003.

40 turkey adopted this covenant by law 4867, published in the official Journal no: 25142, 18 June 2003.
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International convention on the elimination of All Forms of racial 
Discrimination
Article 1 
1. In this convention, the term “racial discrimination” shall mean any distinction, 
exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national 
or ethnic origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the 
recognition, enjoyment or exercise, on an equal footing, of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other 
field of public life.

4. special measures taken for the sole purpose of securing adequate advancement 
of certain racial or ethnic groups or individuals requiring such protection as may 
be necessary in order to ensure such groups or individuals equal enjoyment or 
exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms shall not be deemed racial 
discrimination, provided, however, that such measures do not, as a consequence, 
lead to the maintenance of separate rights for different racial groups and that 
they shall not be continued after the objectives for which they were taken have 
been achieved.

Article 2
1. states Parties condemn racial discrimination and undertake to pursue 

by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating racial 
discrimination in all its forms and promoting understanding among all races, 
and, to this end:

(a) each state Party undertakes to engage in no act or practice of racial 
discrimination against persons, groups of persons or institutions and to en 
sure that all public authorities and public institutions, national and local, 
shall act in conformity with this obligation; 

(b) each state Party undertakes not to sponsor, defend or support racial 
discrimination by any persons or organizations; 

(c) each state Party shall take effective measures to review governmental, 
national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws 
and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial 
discrimination wherever it exists; 
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(d) each state Party shall prohibit and bring to an end, by all appropriate means, 
including legislation as required by circumstances, racial discrimination by 
any persons, group or organization; 

(e) each state Party undertakes to encourage, where appropriate,integrationist 
multiracial organizations and movements and other means of eliminating 
barriers between races, and to discourage anything which tends to 
strengthen racial division.  
  

2. states Parties shall, when the circumstances so warrant, take, in the social, 

economic, cultural and other fields, special and concrete measures to ensure 

the adequate development and protection of certain racial groups or individuals 

belonging to them, for the purpose of guaranteeing them the full and equal 

enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms. these measures shall in 

no case en tail as a con sequence the maintenance of unequal or separate rights 

for different racial groups after the objectives for which they were taken have 

been achieved.

convention on the elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against women

Article I 

for the purposes of the present convention, the term “discrimination against 

women” shall mean any distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis 

of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, 

enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis 

of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the 

political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field.

Article 2 

states Parties condemn discrimination against women in all its forms, agree 

to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a policy of eliminating 

discrimination against women and, to this end, undertake: 

(a)  to embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national 

constitutions or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporated therein 
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and to ensure, through law and other appropriate means, the practical 

realization of this principle; 

(b) to adopt appropriate legislative and other measures, including sanctions 

where appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women; 

(c)  to establish legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with 

men and to ensure through competent national tribunals and other public 

institutions the effective protection of women against any act of discrimination; 

(d) to refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against 

women and to ensure that public authorities and institutions shall act in 

conformity with this obligation; 

(e) to take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women 

by any person, organization or enterprise; 

(f) to take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or 

abolish existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute 

discrimination against women; 

(g) to repeal all national penal provisions which constitute discrimination against 

women. 

convention on the rights of the child 

Article 2 

1.  states Parties shall respect and ensure the rights set forth in the present 

convention to each child within their jurisdiction without discrimination of 

any kind, irrespective of the child’s or his or her parent’s or legal guardian’s 

race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national, 

ethnic or social origin, property, disability, birth or other status. 

2.  states Parties shall take all appropriate measures to ensure that the child 

is protected against all forms of discrimination or punishment on the basis 

of the status, activities, expressed opinions, or beliefs of the child’s parents, 

legal guardians, or family members. 
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Appendix convention for the Protection of human rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms

Article 14  Prohibition of discrimination
the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this convention shall be 
secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language, 
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a 
national minority, property, birth or other status.

Protocol no. 12 to the convention for the Protection of human rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms41

Article 1 . general prohibition of discrimination
1 the enjoyment of any right set forth by law shall be secured without 
discrimination on any ground such as sex, race, colour, language,
religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a 
national minority, property, birth or other status.

2 no one shall be discriminated against by any public authority on any ground 
such as those mentioned in paragraph 1.

41  turkey signed this protocol but did not adopt it.






